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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1970- 71

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
January 5, 1971

TO :

All Memb e r s o f the University Faculty

FROM :

John N. Durrie

SUBJECT:

January Meeting of University Faculty

The next r e gular meeting of the University Faculty will b e
held on Tuesday, January 12, at 3:00 ~ - in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1. Nominations for honorary degrees at June Commencement-Dean Springer for the Graduate Committee.
2. Nominations for replacements on standing committees-Professor Koenig for the Policy Committee.
3. Proposal for changes in some regulations and procedures
relating to the present grading system--Mr. MacGregor for
the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
(Statement attache~
4. Proposal to add a section on "Academic Freedom of
Graduate, Teaching, Research, and Special Assistants" to
the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure--Professor Davis
for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee . (Statement
attached.)

Also attached:

Summarized minutes of the meeting of
December 8, 1970.

JND:db
Enclosures

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
,; ..

FACULTY Mfil:TING
January 12, 1971

(Summarized Minutes)
The January 12, 1971 meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 3:07 p.m., with a quorum present .
Upon the recommendation of Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee,
the Faculty approved the following nominations for the awarding of
honorary degrees at the June 1971 Commencement exercises: Raymond
Jonson, Doctor of Humane Letters: Howard c. Bratton, Doctor of Laws;
and Ralph Nader, Doctor of Laws. Dean Springer urged that the names
be held in strict confidence, since the nominees have not yet been
invited by the President.
Profess or Koenig, on behalf of the Policy Committee, nominated Professor Guinn as a replacement for Mr. Rodee on the Speakers Committee.
This nomination was approved.
r . MacGregor, for the Committee on Entrance and Credits, introduced
a P:oposal for changes in some of the regulations and procedures
peripheral to the present grading system, these to be effective with
the 1971 spring semester. He pointed out that the Committee's study
concerning basic changes in the grading system, referred to it by the
Faculty last spring, is still continuing, and he said that a comprehensive recommendation may be expected during the spring semester.
Each of six proposals by the Committee was considered separately, and the following actions relate to the several items of the proposal as they appeared in the agenda:
l. Revision of the Deadline for Removal of Incomplete J1.L Grade.
Professor Regener ;;;ved an amendment to replac;-the letter "F" by
W, the effect being that a student who did not finish a course and
there fore received a grade of "I" could subsequently withdraw rather
than being penalized with an "F." This amendment was withdrawn in
~avor of a substitute amendment by Professor Cottrell, changing the
ast sentence to read: "The 'I' may be removed by the student, upon
~Olnpletion of the work of the course, (1) by the published ending
ate · • • " This amendment carried, and item 1 as amended was
PProved.
2 • Extension of the Time Limit for Withdrawal from~ Course
.
l.tho t
-~ Penalty.
Professor Regener proposed an amendment to the
t ect that student has the right to withdraw from a course or courses
le~nY. time during the semester or summer session, up to the schede
time of the final examination, with a grade of "W." This amendwas defeated, 79 to 33, and item 2 was then approved as subed.
11

i~!

79
3. Extension o f ~ Time~ Student Decision under the Credit
option. Professor Regener proposed to amend the third sentence of
item 3 to read:
"A student may change from the Credit Grade Option
to a regular credit basis, or from a regular credit basis to the
Credit Grade Option at any time prior to the end of the semester. 11
This amendment was defeated, and item 3 was then approved as submitted.
4. Extension of the time !.9£. Change from Credit to Audit Status.
Professor Regener proposed to amend the first sentence of the second
paragraph of item 4 to read:
"A student may change from audit to
credit or from credit to audit basis up to the end of the day on
which the final examination is scheduled, with the permission of the
instructor. " This amendment was defeated. Dean Springer then proposed to amend the wording of the original sentence to read:
"A student may change from audit to credit basis only during the first two
weeks of the semester or the first week of the summer session.
The
Faculty approved Dean Springer's amendment and then approved item 4
as amended.
5. Chanqe i n ~ Repetition .Qi. course Regulation. An amendment
by P~ofessor Brodkey to delete the parenthetical phrase,
(but may
11
receive credit only once) , was subsequently withdrawn, and item 5
was approved by the Faculty as submitted.
6. Revision of Definition of Scholarship Index to Include
~.ades ~arned .1Q Ensemble Music and Non-professional Physical Educa-l2.!l· Item 6 was approved by th;--iaculty without change.
11

11

I-

,·.

Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, submitted a proposal for
parallel changes in certain grade-related rules for graduate students,
a memorandum having been distributed at the meeting. Upon recommend
t ·
.
. a ion by Dean Springer the Faculty approved this proposal--effec tive the 1971 spring semes~er--with changes being made, w~ere applicable, in order to incorporate amendments approved by the Faculty
relativ e t o the undergraduate rules. It was noted that t h e proposa 1
a·
ld not relate to the School of Law or the School of Medicine, each
Of Wh'
,
Sebo ~ch has regulations of its own and, in the case of the Medical
0 , a different grading system.
Professo D .
.
P
f
r avis for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, roessor P rouse for the Policy committee, Professor Scaletti. f or th e
R
p o 1 icy
·
t esearch
.
Committee, and Dean Springer for the Gra d ua t e Comm1.· t introduced a proposal to add a sub-section on "Academic Freedom
0
Aca~::~uate, Teaching, Research, and Special Assistants" to the
le Freedom and Tenure Policy.
v·
th
ice President Travelstead then proposed several amendments to
e stat
ult
ement Which appeared in the agenda, and by vote of the Facscoy the following changes were approved, new language being underred. 1
•
n (d) , the last two sentences were amended to read, "He may

:e

· -2-

8 .
appeal such dismissal to any or all of the following: his department
chairman, the dean of his college, the Dean of the Graduate School,
aHa the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the President. He
may then appeal to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure if he
alleges that a violation of his academic freedom has occurred. If
this Committee becomes involved in the matter, the· policies and procedures~ approved .1Q!: ~ with non-tenured faculty members would
be applicable also !.£!: Assistants.
Then, in (e), Any decision to
suspend shall normally be made by the dean of the Assistant's college
. . • • The right of appeal shall be to the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the President, and then, if violations of academic
freedom are alleged, to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
~ Committee, 1:f it becomes involved in this way, would conduct its
hearing fil1£ make recommendations .2..§.~ provided i.u ~ case of .2.
non-tenured faculty member. "
11

> •

11

The meeting adjourned at 5 :05 p. m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

-3-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
JANUARY 12, 1971

The January 12, 1971, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:07
p .m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
I would like to call the meeting
to order. Will the meeting please come to order.
The first item on the agenda is nominations for
honorary degrees at June commencement. Dean Springer for
the Graduate Committee.

Nominat ions
for Honorary
Degrees

DEAN SPRINGER
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the
Graduate Committee, I am pleased to make three nominations, which the committee voted, to-wit: Raymond Jonson
for Doctor of Humane Letters; Judge Howard Bratton for
a Doctor of Laws and Doctor Ralph Nader for a Doctor of
Laws.
I recommend that the faculty approve these and pass
them along to the Board of Regents.
I also request, quite
urgently, that these names be held in strictest confidence
by the faculty or any members of the press who might be
present for obvious reasons, because these people have not
been notified.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

PROFESSOR IVINS

Second.

HEADY
Is there discussion? Are you ready to vote?
Those in favor of the motion please say II aye 11 ; opposed,
"no"· The motion is carried.
Professor Koenig, nominations for replacements on
sta n a·ing committees.
KOENIG
We only have one today: Ted
~ inn
· toPROFESSOR
~
replace Howard Rodee on the Speaker's Committee.
The Policy Committee would like to nominate T ed Guinn.

Replacement
on Stand ing
Committee

1-12-71
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Is there a second to that nomination?

PROFESSOR THORSON

Second.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please say
"aye"; opposed, "no". The motion is carried.
Third is the proposal for changes in some regulations
and procedures relating to the present grading system.
Mr. MacGregor.
MR. MAC GREGOR

All right to speak from here?

HEADY
You want to come down here?
easier to hear you.

It might be

MAC GREGOR
At its final meeting last spring, the
University Faculty referred to the Conunittee on Entrance
and Credits for further - study a proposal for change in the
University's basic grading system. The Conunittee on
Entrance and Credits has been actively engaged in this
assignment since the start of the 1970 fall semester~ and
plans to come before this faculty during the 1971 spring
semester with the results of its continuing study and a
comprehensive recommendation.
Meanwhile, as a result of its studies to date, the
committee has found that some regulations and procedures
peripheral to our present grading system need to be liberalized and streamlined. The proposals, which were distributed to you with the University 6'ecretary's memorandum of
J anuary 5th, .setting forth the date and agenda of this
meeting, are~ended to accomplish these interim adjustments.
Before I move on this, Mr. President, if it is in
order, I would like to state that the Graduate Committee
studied these rules and got them too late to appear on the
a~enda. But they also have some closely related recomme ndations, which they would like to make, if the faculty acts
: avorably on these proposals, and I would like to ask if
it's in order that these also be considered along with this
Proposal or on the agenda following it.
On behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits
I move the approval by the faculty of these proposals.
PROFESSOR MC RAE

Second.

Changes
in Some
Regulations
and
Procedures
Relating to
Gradi ng
Sy stem

1-12-71
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HEADY
Moved and seconded that the proposals distributed to you with the call for the meeting in the memo ~
Corrunittee on Entrance and Credits be approved. I
take it , Mr . MacGregor, we will not have a motion on the
Graduate Committee's recommendations until we have disposed of your motion, and you would propose to take up
parallel recommendations?
MAC GREGOR
HEADY

Fine .

Since it is closely related, right.
Professor Regener.

PROFESSOR REGENER
Mr . President, I would like to
make a motion on procedure. I think that we have here six
different points a nd I wonder if they might not be discussed separately in such a way that not in violation of
standing rule number two each member might be permitted
to speak twice with respect to each one of the six points.
HEADY
Well, I think it would be appropriate since
we have several separate recommendations here , and we may
not want to dispose of the whole package in the same way,
to take them up one at a time.
If there is no objection, Mr. MacGregor, I would suggest we do it that way .
Is that agreeable to you?
MAC GREGOR
I don't think I would have any objection . I am just wondering if it wasn't ~ I made a motion
-- if it wouldn ' t be a matter of voting 0'f1 the faculty
whether they wanted to do that .
HEADY
I think it may be appropriate, Professor
~egener , if. you would move that we separate the question
into these separate six recommendations of the committee .
REGENER
HEADY

I so move .
Second to that motion?

PROFESSOR YAO

Second .

HEADY
Is there discussion on this motion to
~eparate the question and take up each of the six items
l~divi ually? Are you ready to vote?
Those in favor
signify by saying "aye"; opposed, "no". The motion is
carried .
We will then discuss first>and dispose of first;

p.
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proposal number one.
fessor Regener.

Is there discussion on that?

Pro-

REGENER
Mr. President, I note here the grade of
"F" in the first item where it says 11 the
I automatically
becomes an F if not removed by the published ending date
of the next semester 1~nd so on and so on. I think that
this will result in some students obtaining an F in a
course that they have not completed, and to my way of
thinking, an "F" on a person's record means that he did
failing work in the whole course. There is something
wrong here. I think that this is a penalty, which a
number of students do not deserve. They may not withdraw according to all the rules for some compelling reasons and I think the penalty of automatically assigning
an "F" to a student, who then will have that "F" hanging
around his neck for the rest of his life, is not warranted.
11

11

11

11

11

11

I would like to move an amendment to the effect
that the letter "F" in the second paragraph be replaced
by the letter "W", which simply means that 41/1! a student
who obtained an .i.Jjr,complete and did not finish the work
will simply have withdrawn from the course rather than
being penalized with an F
11

11 •

I think the "F" bespeaks a medieval attitude or
something like that.
It's a penalty which is much too severe
for the offense.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND

Second.

-faHEADY
The motion -- the amendment has been seconded/\substi tute "W" for "F" in the third line of that proposal. Is there discussion on that amendment? Professor
Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
I would merely like to ask a
question: Why is it necessary for that "I" to be turned
to anything? As long as it's not completed, why can't it
remain an "I" and not be counted? He hasn't completed the
work. I agree with Professor Regener; he doesn't need to
?e penalized, but he doesn't complete the work and it goes
in as an I
and remains that, there should b e a reasonable
Period of time in which he can complete it and get a positive grade. But if he does nothing about it, why does it
have t o turn to anything?
.
'
.
. t remain
. an "I"?.
Why cant
it
JUS
11

11

1-12-71
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HEADY
COTTRELL

You are looking at me, but I am not -Okay.

MAC GREGOR
Am I supposed to be using up my five
minutes by answering this or just answer to a question?
COTTRELL

It's an answer to a question.
~~~~

MAC GREGOR
The t omrnittee on""'-- to answer your
question directly -- I am not sure what the thinking of
the committee would be on letting that remain an 11 I 11
because that was not discussed. As far as letting it
change automatically to a "W", we felt that this was
pretty well tied in with the general grading arrangement,
that they are still considering, and that they would not
want to prejudice that at this point by that kind of
action. But I am not sure at all that the committee
w~uld go along with letting that remain an incomplete on
the recorq for an indefinite period.
that
11
very muc~I got an I 11 in one course that I didn't
even know I had as an undergraduate and it finally
changed to an "F" .
HEADY - Well, the amendment at the moment is to
repl ace the "F 11 grade in the proposal with a "W 11 •
I
suggest we confine ourselves to debating that amendment
for the moment.
Professor Huber.
PROFESSOR HUBER
Mr. President, I would like to
speak against the amendment.
First, if the student is registered in the course
and if the present rule, as stated in the catalog, is
followed, he must remove the grade of "I 11 by the end of
the twelve weeks or it becomes an 11 F 11 •
If he doesn't
remove it by the end of the two years, if he does not
return to the University, it becomes a grade of II F".
In
the event we adopt Professor Regener's amendment, it
seems to me we would be jumping the gun on what the subcommittee that is intensively studying the grading system
looks into: Namely, whether the 11 F" should be retained
as.a part of the grading system in any event.
If you
11
said the grade would change to a W" automatically if the
student didn't remove it, then students very well could,
up to the very point of the final examination, attend a
Class and then make a determination to not take the final
examination and automatically receive II I 11 , which would
automatically become '' W11 which then means you have effectively

1-12-71
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made some kind of a determination with regard to "F"
grades generally.
Presently, if the student wishes to remove the
incomplete, where i t has been legitimately given in the
first place, he could do so. On the other hand, if there
are mitigating circumstances to which Professor Regener
has made reference, and then an "F" is automatically
reported by the "I" changing to an "F", the Entrance and
Credits Committee has received supporting statements and
it is this faculty's committee for examining hardship
cases, and that commit tee can change the "I" to an "F"
to a "W", where the hardship cases are verified.
Consequently, I would hate to see us jump to the
"F" business substantially before the committee you referred this matter to in the first place has finished its
entire study with its recommendations regarding the reporting of "F's", the non-reporting of "F's", or other such
possible grading changes.
HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I would like to -- I think I will vote
against the substitute or the amendment to the motion a l so
bec ause I would like to see it changed to read 1~he incomplete may be cleared by the student by the published ending
date of the next semester of . residence or wi thin the next
four semesters, u and so on, which would then, I think is
what Marion was raising the question, the 11 I 11 would stay
there unless cleared.
By my wording, I think, it would
never become an "F" and it would never become a "W 11 •
It
would still show as an incomplete, which seems to me to be
the valid academic indicator that the student was in the
~curse, he did not complete the work, and unless he clears
it, giving him a specified time to clear it, it seems to
me he's entitled to an 11 I 11 •
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
In fact, I would like to make a substitute
~n to Professor Regener's. My motion woul~ amend the
0
riginal statement in the proposal along the lines suggested
by Professor Drummond. The 11 I 11 may be removed by the student, one, by the published ending date of the next semester,
et cetera, et cetera, and it says nothing about what
~appens to the II I 11 •
It just remains an II I" , the way I see
it. I think this would be enough different from Professor

°.

mt·1

1-12-71
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Regener's, that I would submit it as a substitute motion.
Second.

DRUMMOND

HEADY
I think I would accept that as a substitute
motion. The substitute motion would replace the last sentence to read -- correct~ if I don't have this right -the "I" may be removed by student, one, by the published
ending date and so on to 1he end, is that it?
PROFESSOR PROUSE
It's only a technical question,
but the language actually says tpe_;;J ~ t may remove it
without performance. I think ~ something in here about
they complete the work and remove the grade.

e-t~

COTTRELL
I don't think it's any different than what
it is now. I think he has to do the work, complete the work
to remove and get a grade, and, otherwise, it remains an
II

I

11 •

PROUSE
Well, you would simply s a ~ / ~ ' may be
removed by the student bv completing thePfwork, one, by the
A
published ending date-- ·
COTTRELL

That's agreeable with me.

HEADY
Let's get the exact wording that you want
11
to put in there. 11 May be removed by the student
11 upon completion of the work by, one, the --

PROUSE
HEADY

11 upon

PROUSE
HEADY

completion of the work?

11

By one and two.
All right.

PROUSE
Completion of the work, one, by the end of
the published date and within the next quarter and so ·on.
HEADY
You accept that revised wording, and I assume
the seconder does?
DRUMMOND

Yes.

MAC G~GOR
HEADY

Question of clarification, sir.

Mr. MacGregor.

II

1-12-71
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MAC GREGOR
I got the impression that your amendment
intended that the incomplete remain an incomplete forever,
if not properly removed. Well, then, why if we are rewording this, do we make any reference to "by the published
ending date of the next semester of residence" or within
the next four semesters? If he doesn't -I think there has to be a reasonable perCOTTRELL
iod of time in which he can remove that, an~'"fter that
nothing happens to it.
It remains an "I" ,
he didn't
remove it.
MAC GREGOR
clarifies it.

I see what your intention is.

That

Further discussion on the substitute motion?
Professor Regener.
HEADY

REGENER
I don't exactly understand how my motion
can disappear from the scenery.
HEADY
That's why I tried carefully to give an opportunity to anyone who wanted to challenge my ruling to
do so.
REGENER
I would like to have it remain on the
scenery without having to challenge the President ' s ruling because it will now just be ignored totally.
However, I think that substitute motion to my substitute -to my amendment -- sounds like a good motion and I would,
if it helps matters, 4i!!:J, formally remove
my :; amendI will now
rn~nt with the permission of my seconder.
withdraw it and I would like to support the substitute
to my amendment.
HEADY
That cuts through a lot of red tape.
I
think that is quite acceptable . The original amendment
has been withdrawn and I will now recognize Mr. Cottrell's
proposal as the only amendment before us.
The proposal
number one - _
REGENER
I would vote for the substitute motion in
spite of the fact.
now --

HEADY

REGENER

It's no longer a substitute motion.

An amendment.

It's

1-12-71
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-- the amendment.

REGENER
And I vote for it in spite of the fact that
I think a "W" is a better grade than an incomplete to remain
on the record, simply because incomplete has a connotation
of a person being sloppy and not having wanted to finish
his work (laughter) and I would like to add to that, that
the letter "W" is a very precise indicator for any student
wh o does not finish his work. He just withdraws himself
from the course and didn't finish . But I will support the
amendment on the floor.
HEADY

Is there any further discussion on the amend-

rnent?
(There was a general calling for the question.)
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Mr. President --

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER
There are courses that are offered
only once a year, and although this might be a minor detail, since we are discussing this problem, we might get
rid of this extra paperwork or extra steps involved in
waiving (a) by adding the next semester of residence
during which the course is offered.
I don't know if this
is in order or not, but there are several courses that
(a) cannot take care of.
HEADY
My understanding is that the removal of
an incomplete does not require that a course be offered
at the time an incomplete is being removed, isn't that
correct?
FACULTY MEMBER
Well, Mr. President, there are
laboratory courses where a student has been sick for a
long period of time and he will be forced to take an incomplete, and it requires that he take the course to do
8 ?1 and I think it would. be very simple right now to get
ria of that problem so we have it in print. We don't have
to waive the requirement in each individual case.
HEADY
I think I will ask for the advice of our
Parli amentarian.
I think -- is Professor Carey here? I
believe I should not accept an amendment to an amendment.
PROFESSOR CAREY

Well, I think the second amendment

1-12-71
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should be handled after the first one is completed.
HEADY
Let's dispose of the amendment before us.
Is there further discussion on the amendment made by Professor Cottrell? Are you ready to vote? Those in favor
of the amendment please say II aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
Now do you care to submit a further amendment to
the motion as it now stands, which substitutes the new
language for the second sentence in this proposal?
FACULTY M;EMBER
Well, does it matter or doesn .' t
it? Now all I -- I merely -- I don't introduce another
motion here, but I merely would like to discuss this point.
It might not be worth taking up at all.
How does it read
now in the case of these students? Do they have to ask
for a waiver. Because they have to wait more than one
semester of residency.
HEADY
The question, as I understand it, maybe
Mr. MacGregor can respond to this, is whether the option
of removing an incomplete by the published ending date of
the next semester of residence really does not stand for
a student if that course is not being offered for that
semester?
MAC GREGOR
May I answer it this way: The machinery for taking care of these exceptions does exist and I
-- I have a feeling that we shouldn't complicate the
basic rule by trying to include all of the exceptions that
may arise.
HEADY
Well, unless I hear a proposed amendment,
I now ask if there is further discussion on proposal one,
as amended? Are you ready to vote?
FACULTY MEMBER

How does it read now, as amended?

{!..r-r.
'
'
It now reads>~he
grade of 11 I II is
given
on 1 Y
when circumstances beyond the student's control have prevented his completing the work of a course within the
official dates of a session.
The "I 11 may be removed by the
student upon completion of the work by, one, the published
e~ding date of the next semester of residence, or, two,
Wl.th'in the next four semesters if the student does not reenro11 in residence. 11 Is there further discussion?
HEADY

1-12-71
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(There was a general calling for the question. )
HEADY
Those in favor of proposal one, as amended,
please say aye
opposed, no
The motion is carried.
II

11

11

;

11 •

We will now take up the second item here, extension
of time limit for withdrawal for a course without penalty.
Is there discussion on that proposal? Professor Regener .
REGENER
I rise with an extreme point of view again,
and I am probably anticipating a number of t h ings that
various subcommittees are working on. Nevertheless, I would
like to move an amendment which makes this wording read
"A student has the right to withdraw from a course or
courses with a grade of W at any time.
11

HEADY

11

11

That would be the complete text of the pro-

posal?
REGENER
t wo .

That would be the compiete text of number

HEADY ' ' The student has the right to withdraw from
a course or courses with a grade of W at any time. II Do
I have that language correct?
11

THORSON

11

Second.

DRUMMOND
May I ask for clarification?
the semester after the course was taken?

Do you mean

REGENER
At any time during the second -- during
the semester just before the final, a half-hour before the
final.
'
DRUMMOND
You mean during the semester in which the
course was taken?
REGENER

u

DRUMMOND
any time - - ,i

Yes.
That seems like that should be there, that

REGENER
That means forever, yes . 11 Any time during
the semester in which the course is being taken . 11 Someth ing
like that.
HEADY

"The student has the right to withdraw from

1-12-71
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a course or courses any time during the semester. ' 1 We have
the problem of summer session, which is here.
REGENER
HEADY

11 or

the summer session. If

Semester or summer session with the grade

of "F"?
(Laughter.)
REGENER

A "W".

HEADY
Are you all clear about the motion?
there debate on it? Dean Adams.

Is

DEAN ADAMS
Last fall, was it, or last spring
some time ago this faculty referred to the Committee on
Entrance and Credits the task of studying the grade of
11
F 11 and determining what should be done.
I don't want
to speak either for or against Doctor Regener's motion,
but I would like to say that if you do adopt his amendment you are certainly deciding the question now and we
can certainly stop the studies because this would have
the effect, I think, of abolishing the grade of "F".
Certainly any student is going to exercise the right to
take a "W", if he's in serious danger of getting an "F",
unless the student is really so stupid as to deserve
the "F" in any event.
I think we should simply realize
that if you act upon this and approve it you are, in a
sense, discharging the Committee on Entrance and Credits
from its responsibility to conduct a study .
HEADY

Any further discussion?

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
I do wonder about this cutoff
time because I - - what -- how long does the semester
extend? Is it until the final week, the end of final
~eek, or what about after the grade has already been turned
into the registrar's office? I can see some legalistic
th'ings happening here.
PROUSE
HEADY

I have a question here.
Professor Chavez .

PROFESSOR CHAVEZ
It seems like to me up until the
Week of final examination. That would take care of that.
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HEADY
That's a suggestion which has not been incorporated, however, into the language at this point.
Yes,
sir.
FACULTY MEMBER
What is the basis of deciding whether
the student is to be given a "W" or "I"?
REGENER
speak on this.
HEADY

This may be the last time I am going to

No, you are answering a question at this

point.
REGENER
I am answering a question.
I would say
that the student should have the choice of getting an "I"
or a "W". He would say, "I would like to have an 'I' and
may I complete next semester," but it should be up to the
instructor whether he gets an "I".
FACULTY MEMBER
And if he does not tell you, makes
the decision before grades are submitted, what do you put on -ttf:zgrade report?
REGENER
He's no longer in the course, I would give
him a "W", unless he requests an incomplete.
I assume he
has withdrawn if he is no longer there.
PROUSE
It seems to me like all these proposals
we are being asked to look at is a liberalization of the
regul ation. This, I think, is commendable. But I also
agree or believe that we are going to have repeated difficulty of trying to judge the deliberations of the Entrance
and Credits Committee before they have had an opportunity
to report, and these things can be put in effect, and if
upon hearing the recommendations of the Entrance and Credits
Committee we should do additional things, we can do so.
1 don't think we can sit here in one particular afternoon
and answer questions that are really quite complicated.
HEADY

Mr . MacGregor .

~
l'1AC GREGOR
I would like to emphasize~the committee
~as termed this an interim report while it continues with
~ts studies in some of these more basic things and they,
in asking that the faculty look at these interim proposals,
had considered some of these other thing s that are being
Pro~osed essentially by Doctor Regener at the moment and
decided that for the interim, until this study is complete,
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t hey should not prejudice this complete study further
by trying to get these particular things into effect as
soon as possible.
HEADY

Professor Regener?

REGENER
I don't think we should be asked to v ote
on this without being allowed to amend t h e matter. I f
we are voting on it, then the commit tee wo u ld say, 11 We l 1,
the faculty h as decided this. We are going by t h at. 11
I f today we d on't like this we should be a l lowed to say
"No" or substitute something else o r amend it. Ot herwi se
it shouldn't h ave come b efore the f acu lty to d ay .
PROUSE
I wasn't suggesti n g you coul dn't amend .
I was suggesting ~ don't vote for your ame n dment.
HEADY

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I am very much in favor of Professor
Regener's amendment and I -- I t h ink all of u s are i nvo lve d
in grading situations. We all gi v e grades to people. We
know we have thought about this. This proposal came up
l ast spring and a good deal o f exchang e of me mo s b ack and
f ort h, but I really think we should mo v e a h ead in t h e spiri t
of Professor Regener's amendment, and I urg e y ou t o s upport
it .
HEADY

Professor Degenh ardt.

PROFESSOR DEGEN HARDT
Whether we real ize it or not,
I t h ink Dean Adams has already pointed out t h at t h is wh o l e
thi ng here has to do with the 11 F 11 grade and _t9~re are
those that are in the audience, of course,~ woul d p refer to do away with the "F" grade al together, and I t hink
some of them are thinking that we here in Albuquerque are
somewhat comparable to the University of Cal ifornia in
Be~keley or U.C.L.A. or what have y ou. Actually, there's
quite a difference between the admission policies of these
two, Wel<better get right down to l ooking a t this "F 11
grade.
In t h e case of, let's sayJthe University of Cal if ornia system, where they are hi gh ly select i v e and only
ad mit
·
those students t h at the y fee l have a reasonabl e
chance of completion, t h e y have -- t h e y can d o awa y with
the "F" grade rather easily, I woul d t h ink.
.
Int h e c ase
of ourselves, we try to give every stude nt a ch a nce to
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receive a college education that can possibly do this.
We
admit many students to college that, by all other rules,
would not have been real potential for graduation. As a
result, I think we_ have to have some way of culling the
students.
The "F" grade is one of these methods.
It is
carried into the grade point average, and as you all know,
the procedures, the grade point average, has to be at such
a level or the student is culled.
I think that we in the
University of New Mexico, at this time, cannot afford to
have this system. Not only due to the fact that our
classes become bogged down and overloaded with students
that should not be in them, b ut simply because the taxpayers of New Mexico -- I hesitate to use that word becaus e it has some bad connotations -- but, nevertheless,
t he taxpayers of New Mexico can't afford to have students
go through, take t wo courses or one course a semester and
ex tend their education for ten to twelve years. This is
wh at could happen.
Any student that, by the twelfth week, does not
realize that he is failing a course and so take a "W"
i nstead of an "F" at that time is really pretty stupid
and in this respect we are certainly discriminating against
ul tra-stupid people.
HEADY

Professor Chavez.

CHAVEZ
Well, I think Professor Degenhardt is
i nsinuating, I think, that we are lowering the standards.
DEGENHARDT

We certainly are.

CHAVEZ
I disagree; we are not. What's happening,
especial}X for~ inority group member?, is new to the
campus~~ doesn't know his way around, does not know
how to study, and you say you are lowering the standards
of that student. You are not. You are extending his
college education. He is going to take five or five and
a half years where a good student will finish in four years.
We ~re just giving him a chance to make it. What's happening is that these minority group people are being wiped
out the first semester. They don't know their way around,
they are registered in class~s they shouldn't b e re g istered in, they find out too late that they don't have the
aptitude for that class, and I am concerned a b out that first
s emester, second semester student.
I think these policiesJ ~
are adopted will benefit that student and it's not going
)

-~
·
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to lower the standards . I am not going to lower the standards. I am a graduate of this University and I don't
want it to go down, but we are not lowering the standards;~
giving those students a chance to make it . That's what
thi s is all ab out , I think .
HEADY

Professor Winther .

The matter of removing the "F"
PROFESSOR WINTHER
grade involves a lot of other issues: The population of
the University. We have had~emarkable increase this year
afte r last spring}liberating of the students by removing
them from the pressure of grades, and it had considerable
implications for our regular probation and suspension
rules . Implications for transferring from University
College to a degree college . I think that all of these
things should be put together and brought before the fac ulty at once - - together , that is .
If you are going to
consider the "F " grade in the meantime , I h ope that we
would deal with liberalization of the "I" rule, or that
is , just deal with the "I " as ~an "I" , and deal with the
"W" as a "W", a nd not try to deal with the "F" grade and
the overall implications of removing it at this time.
HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
May I a sk Doctor Regener whe ther he's
Willing to accept into his motion , as I understand it, 11 up
to the scheduled time of final e xamination? 11
REGENER

I think I would, yes.

DRUMMOND
It seems to me if we don't provide some
cutoff we will be in difficulty.
REGENER
I would have liked it better if you would
•ave said 1~he last day of the semester as published in the
eneral catalog)'but if you prefer that, I will accept
it .
DRUMMO D
By that time some of the professors are
already off campus.
REGENER

Yes, sir .

HEADY
As I understand it, Professor Regener is
ccepting , as a cha.ged wording of his motion, that would
ke the amendment
qthe student has a ri ght to withdraw
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from a course or courses at any time during the semester
or summer session, up to the scheduled date of the final
examination, with a grade of " W" . If
DRUMMOND

J/Scheduled time . 11

HEADY 11 Scheduled time of examination -- of the final
examination. II Is there further discussion on the amendment?
Dean Adams .
ADAMS
Just a question to Mr. Drummond:
There are
many courses that have no scheduled time of a final examination .
How do you handle those?
DRUMMOND
Well, there is a scheduled time, be i t
a particular h our, whether there is a particul ar hour, whether
the re is a particular examination in the course or not.
ADAMS
It would be pretty difficult to figure out
when the scheduled time of a final examination was in
applied music~ lessons that meet-1.:egularly during the
year .

"

DRUMMOND
figure that out .

I suspect the Dean of Fine Arts can

ADAMS
No, I am not talking about that.
I am
talking about the student's right to wi~9draw and the fact
that somebody has to be able to say tha~ime limit just
expired, and I don't know who could dete~mine that in the
case I am proposing under your rule.
I am suggesting I
don't know how to work it.
HEADY

Professor McRae.

MC RAE
I would like to just say something about
the twelve-week deadline .
This prop~~-~~~as i t is presently
word~d , came to the Entrance and CrectTts;Yrom the subco~ittee on grading and Doctor Winther can speak to this
P~int. As a matter ~f fact, he raised t h e point.
It was
discus sed inthe Entrance and Credits Committee meeting, and
~he proposal was raised, "Why not extend i t to the last day
efore the final examination?" The reply was that -- the
fe 1·
~ ing of the committee was that there ought to be some
P~7nt far enough in advance of the final examination at
~ i~h time the student would have to make the decision,
This is a bad scene, I am going to get out with a "W","
or ' "I h
ave decided to go ahead and complete the semester's
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work and stand or fall; hopefully get credit for the course."
The feeling was that if this was al1owed to lapse -to run until, let's say, midnight before the final examination, that there would be a kind of a psyching-out process
that might injure some students who , full of trepidation
as the final examination day actually arri ved , would
dec ide, 11 :u(better -- I guess Tu( better quit and take a "W"
and lose the entire semester's wo rk."
Now this was one point that was made, and seemed to
have some validity. At least the Entrance and Credits
Committee had to go along with the wording of the twelve
weeks as a cutoff point far enough prior to the final
examination to force the student to make a ha rd decision
at that point, "Yes, I am going to go a h ead," or, "No,
I am going to take my option to quit with a "W" . "
~
My other proposal w.s that we ought to ~ake Profess or Regener a permanent member of the Entrance and
Credi ts Committee, and t h e n ~ wou ld be in on all of
thes e discussions.
HEADY

Professor Wildin.

~
. .in
PROFESSOR WILDIN
It seems to m e
~h
t a t ties
to the matter of communication. There has to be some time
lapse ~ for communication to take place betwe en
the registrar's office and the faculty member, and one way
to ge t this accomplished is to leave such sufficient ti me
for that to occur. The twelve weeks allows it to occur.
I~ you don't have that time period you -- the faculty
might not -- the faculty member may not know what the
student's decision really is. Ma ybe he didn't get out of
bed that morning.

HEADY
Is there further discussion on the a mendmen t?
Ready to vote? We will now vote on the amendment by Professo r Regener to proposal two. You all have it in mind .
Those
in favor of the amendment please say "aye"; opposed
II
II
no · The amendment is lost.
A show of hands h as been cal l ed for.
Those in favor
of the amendmen t please raise your h and; those opposed.
The amendment is lost. The total, as I have it, is thirty three "yes" and seventy-nine "no"·
Is there further discussion of proposal number two?
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Are you ready to vote? Those in favor of proposal t wo, please
say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
Number three is on extension of time for student decision under the credit grade option. Professor Regener.
REGENER
My next try to amend has nothing to do with
the grade of "F", and, therefore I will try again.

I would like to move an amendment to the effect
that one of the sentences in number three, underlined
sentences in number three, be changed to read:
"A student may change from the credit grade option to a regular
credit basis or from a regular credit basis to the credit
grade optionlefa.-~~, u
HEADY
The change would be to substitute for t h e
words "until the end of the twelfth week of the semester, ' 1
the words "at any time"?
REGENER
Except that I would remove both the sentences, the t wo sentences before that sentence as well as
the two sentences after that sentence.
HEADY
I see. So your amendment would eliminate
all of the language except this language:
"A student may
change from the credit grade option to a regular credit
basis or from a regular credit basis to the credit grade
option at any time."? Do I have it straight?
REGENER ·
HEADY

I would, in answering -Eliminate the last two sentences?

REGENER
The first two sentences seem to be innocuous. I am trying to make the general catalog a little
thinner .
in?

HEADY

REGENER

You want to leave the first t wo sentences

Yes.

HEADY
All right . The first two sentences would
remain unchanged. The third sentence would be changed and
the last two sentences would be eliminated, is that correct?
REGENER

Right.
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HEADY

Is there a second to that proposed amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Second.

Debate on the amendment?

Doctor Travelstead.

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Clarification: I sup//
•
II
pose at any time would a l so be -- would need the same kind
of qualification?
REGENER

Right.

TRAVELSTEAD

Wh at would you like to use instead?

REGENER
The qualifier is all right except I would
like to use 11the end of the semester.'' 11 The scheduled time
o~ final examination'' is ambiguous because/\final examination starts two hours before it ends and the end of the
semester is still the end of the examination.
I would like
the student to be allowed to try, and if he doesn't succeed,
to change from one option to the other.
(U.,.,

TRAVELSTEAD
The amendment should be changed to
that effect, I assume, before we should vote on it.
HEADY

11 At

any time before the end of the semester?

11

REGENER l/ Prior to the end of the semester, II an d i. f
it helps the vote, I would even suggest, 'with the permission
of the instructor", though I see no particular merit in
that, either.
MC RAE
REGENER

I think you ought to leave that out.
All right, leave it out.

PROUSE
What do you have in the first sentence?
I think the records office would like to know.
I think a
lot would like to know what status the people have when you
get all through.
REGENER
HEADY
REGENER
PROUSE

Yes, that's true.
Do you want to modify your amendment?
I am sorry to be so vague.
We are building the catalog.
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REGENER
These are experimental amendments, obvious ly , but in that case I would like to leave the paragraph
like it is, with the exception of the one sentence which
I suggested.
HEADY
So the last two sentences, as well as the
first two sentences, remain?
REGENER

Right.

HEADY
Okay.
this rewording.

I will assume the seconder agrees to

PROFESSOR FASHING
HEADY

Yes.

Now is there further -- Professor Bahm.

PROFESSOR BAHM
Regarding the phrase "with permission of the instructor" -HEADY

That's not in here now.

BAHM
I would want to move, whatever it takes, to
get it in because, again, I -HEADY
Again, I think I will go back to the procedure we agreed upon earlier: I think this sentence would be
an amendment to the amendment that is under consideration
and if you will wait and see whether Professor Regener's
amendment passes or not, and then decide whether you want
to introduce that.
way ?

BAHM

HEADY

All right.

May I discuss his amendment this

Yes, you may discuss his amendment.

BAHM
That ~ issue is very significant, it seems
t~ me, because if we do not have the phrase "with permission of the instructor", then the students reading this
may well assert that they have certain rights and if they
change, the instructor may be required to give all the
examinations he up to then missed, and I think that that
Wou ld be -- the instructor should have some rights, too,
~hat, therefore, the phrase 'with the permission of the
instructor" would be essential to this if we are to avoid
such difficulties.
HEADY

Is there further discussion?

Mr. Duquette.
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MR. DUQUETTE
Can I ask someone for an interpretation? I am not arguing, I am curious.
In the paragraph
right underneath the underlined section it says "for.undergraduates only".
I was wondering what the rationale':1:or
that -- why graduate students were not included?
/\
HEADY
I don't know whether you came in -- you
perhaps came in after we started discussion on this ~ a~
it was announced that following our actions on these _P,,~rticular proposals, which deal with undergraduates, w~ave
a parallel set of proposals.
/....,

sion.

I : am sorry.
DUQUETTE
Thank you.
HEADY

I came in after the discus-

Professor Fashing.

FASHING
I would like to comment that it seems to
me that the whole issue of whether or not the instructor
is involved in a decision is kind of extraneous.
I would
think that it is implicit in the recommendation that the
student would have taken and completed the work up to any
point in time when he decided to change from a non-credit
to a credit basis. He has, indeed, participated in the
classes as an auditor and he has paid the same fee as the
other person; for whatever reason he may have to change
from a non-credit to a credit basis, it seems to me that
whatever they are, they are legitimate;assuming that he has
done the same work that the rest of the class has and that
it does not pose a particularly difficult task on the instructor to grade~nim as he would the rest of the class,
assuming that the student has participated.
I would
recomi~end very strongly that we accept that.
HEADY

Professor Davis.

PROFESSOR DAVIS
I believe both of the last two
speakers were addressing themselves to subsection four
rather than subsection three.
HEADY
Well, we are intending at this point to discuss subsection three in the proposed amendment, that subsection.
Is there further discussion? Mr. Huber?
HUBER
One other point for your consideration: You
Will note that the recommendation states that the above revision would not alter other portions of the regulations
appearing under credit (CR) option enrollment or enrollment

P.
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for undergraduates only.
I do not know whether my esteemed
colleague, Professor Regener, took part in the debate on
the CR-NC regulations last year.
If he did, he helped make
a large section of the catalog of which he complains regularly. That happens to state that a student may carry
only one course per semester on the CR-NC basis.
If the
student comes trotting in ten minutes before the examination begins and says,
I want to have my grades recorded
as a CR, there are controls with regard to the facultypassed previous regulations regarding CR-NC, and then how
do you unsnafu that? And don't say, "Leave it to the
registrar.'s office." This is most unjust.

-i.?

11

11

HEADY
Is there further discussion on the proposed
amendment? Ready to vote? Are you clear on this amendment?.. Those in favor of the amendment please say aye";
opposed, "no". The amendment is lost. A division if
anybody wants.
11

Now is there further discussion on proposal three
as submitted? Professor Degenhardt.
DEGENHARDT
I think possibly some of us have lost
track of why we instituted the credit - no credit option
in the first place. One reason why I voted for it was
because I felt that certain students would be able to
take courses that they might otherwise feel~a little
bit over their heads.
Biologists, for instance, may be
able to go in and take a sequence of calculus courses,
being a little fearful at the beginning that he may foul
up his whole grade point average and so be weeded out of
school~
I think we have kind of lost track of that . This
was the ' fundamental reason for it.
If we allow a student to go up until twelve weeks,
~y then, as I said once before, he already knows how he stands
in the class and it's a little bit late to decide at that
point.
HEADY
Any further discussion? Ready to vote on
~roposal three? Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed
no". The motion is carried. Proposition three is carried.
Proposal number four is the extension of time for
change from credit to audit status. Professor Regener.
REGENER
If nobody else wants to ma~~ an amendment
-- I would like to move that the last
fbe amended to
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read, "A student may change from audit to credit basis or
from credit to audit basis with the permission of the
instructor at any time during the semester of his enrollment in the course," or something like that.
HEADY
Well, I would like to get the exact language.
We are talking about the second paragraph h ere?
REGENER
HEADY

Yes.
Is that correct?

REGENER

Yes.

HEADY
Well, the second underlined paragraph, the
second paragraph in the proposed text?
REGENER

Right.

HEADY
And you want it to read "A student may change
from audit to credit or from credit to audit"?
REGENER
HEADY

"At any time prior to the end of the semester"?

REGENER
HEAD Y

Right.

11 With

I ( Wit
. h

the permission of the instructor.

.
.
. t rue t or.
t h e permission
o f t h e ins

11

II

REGENER
Where 11the end of the semester JJ is still badly defined, I realize.
Maybe 11 by the time of final examinationJ1 if the amendment has any chance of passing.
HEADY
Well, take your choice as to how you want
it, Professor Regener.
REGENER
All right. 1/up to the end of the day during which the final examination is scheduled. 11 That way
after the final examination he can still change to audit.
HEADY 1fup to the end of the day on which the final
examination is scheduled. 11 Is there a second to the amendment?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Second.

Is there discussion on the amendment?
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FACULTY MEMBER
Does this mean that we are eliminating NC? I assume it does, because instead of getting
NC, a person just gets an audit, is that righ t?
HEADY

Who want s to respond to his q uestion?

FACULTY MEMBER
ination .

Because it's after hi s final exam-

REGENER
Well, NC has no place in number fo u r. NC
is part of the credit - no credit option, which is number
three .
FACULTY MEMBER
But I assume if h e c h anges from
a credit status, he's c h anging from a credit - no credit
status, isn't he?
HEADY
No. We are talking here about changing bet ween audit and credit.
FACULTY MEMBER

Okay.

HEADY
This proposal only deals with changes from
audit to credit or vice versa. Yes, sir?
PROFESSOR CHANDLE R
In the catalog a very precise
time for ending the semester is published, a n d I wonder
if that -- that it might not be acceptable .
REGENER
It's not acceptab le because -- may I?
because sometimes you members l eave before the end o f
the semester.
PROFESSOR ZEPPER
Everyone is supposed to turn in
their final examination or fina l grades forty-eight hours
after the final examination is given. If it's given
early in the week, grades are already in before the end
of the semester, officially.
HEADY
Is there further discussion on the proposed
amendment? Mr. Win
. th er.
WINTHER
In response to whether it e l i mina tes the
C, I think i f ~ student has a ny wits about him, yes,,
jt also eliminates the "F" if the student has his wits
about him and perhaps the II D11 , if he 's a II C" student,
and Perhaps the 11 B 11 if he's ~ 11 A" student.
I think
that giving them this option) -right , even including the

"
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time after their final examination has been scored so he
can see what grade he has received, amounts to the same
thing as these other amendments. It amounts to eliminating
a grade .
HEADY

Dean McRae .

MC RAE
I would oppose this for the same reason I
opposed the extension of the deadline before . I think there
is some point at which you don't do ,the student any favor
by giving him unlimited time for decisions and unlimited
decisions and alternatives. Here is a case again where you
ask the student to make an intelligent decision and, believe
me , it may seem h ard to say so, but it's a condition in life
whEre we are asked to make a decision and not give us indefinite time to make it.
I think he ought to be required
at some time in advance of the final examination, well in
advance, to make the decision on whatever information is
available to him at that time to continue or not to continue. Here, in respect to item four, is a case with P rofess or Bahm's objections become valid, but if a student
has been an auditor throughout t h e entire semester and on
the day of the final or after the final he comes and says
-- he decides that he is doing pretty well, "I think I can
cool the final .and I am going to ask to change to credit",
he re, indeed, is a case where an instructor would have to
backtrack and give him all the examinations and assign~ents
et cetera~-all the performance paraphernalia
in order to decide,unless he wants to rest it entirely on
the final examination.
HEADY

Are you ready to vote on the proposed amend-

ment?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

How does it read?

The secretary will read it for us.
I/

SECRETARY DORRIE
I hope: A student may change
from audit to credit or from credit to audit basis up to
the end of the day on which the final examination is
scheduled with the permission of the instructor. II Is that
correct? >
REGENER
It

aye 11

•

I

Yes.

HEADY
Those in favor of the amendment, please say
opposed "no". The amendment fails.
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Is there further discussion on proposal four?
(There was a general calling for the question.)
HEADY

Dean Springer has asked for the floor.

SPRINGER
It seems to me we can get rid of the negative even without changing the sense by saying in the
second paragraph, "A student may change from audit to
credit basis only during the first two weeks of the
semester or the first week of the summer session." I
don't think this alters anything, but it takes some of
the negativism out of the catalog, from which we all fight.
HEADY

You are proposing that as an amendment?

SPRINGER
HEADY
COTTRELL

Yes, sir.
Is there a second?
Second.

HEADY
Is there any discussion on the amendment?
Are you ready to vote on the amendment? Those in favor of
the amendment made by Dean Springer, please say "aye";
opposed "no". The amendment is carried.
Professor Koenig.
KOENIG
I think we should know why it is more
difficult, and perhaps it's a bookkeeping reason, to go
from audit to credit than from a credit to audit basis;
that is~why our students are given less time to make that
decision, the first decision ~ t h e second one.
MAC GREGOR
This is actually the type of thing that
Pr~fessor Bahm is bringing up, that this rule has been in
existence for many years as a protection to the University
and the instructor and to the student. This rule has been
in existence for a long time, partly as a protection to
the professor. The type of thing that Professor Bahm was
ment ioning
·
·
a minute ago.
In other words, if the student continues for a very
~ong period in a course as an audito~ he may not, and he
is not required, to meet specific assignments or to take
examinations and if he gets too far into the session before
he has made up his mind whether he wants to take it on a
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credit basis or not, then he may have missed many of the
things upon which that particular instructor would evaluate the student.
HEADY
Any further discussion on proposal four?
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no" . The proposal is carried with one amendment.
Number five is on change in repetition of course
regulation. Professor Brodkey.
PROFESSOR BRODKEY
I would like to suggest an
amendment here, which might omit the words in parentheses
"but may receive credit only once" and for this reason :
~
I teach a course in what amounts to remedial English
students from this vicinity who have not had the English
background to cope with their college work, but may be
otherwise good students .
It's very seldom that a -- well,
it's not very seldom, but sometimes a one-semester course
in 101 English does not bring a student up to the kind of
criterion level in English that we would like him to have
and say he has passed 101.
It would be very convenient
for us to be able to offer that course more than once for
credit for such students. Under this circumstance, we
simply can't do it. Whether or not more than three credits
for 101 English will count toward a degree in a particular
department or in a college should certainly be up to that
department or college to determine . They may only accept
his last three hours' worth of it, when he gets his "C" or
his "B", but he should have some sort of option to take
this 101 more than once. Otherwise, he's taking it - he's putting in a lot of work, he's improving, but getting
zero credit for his degree.
HEADY

Do you want to propose an amendment?

BRODKEY I would like to propose an amendment simply
to omit the words in parentheses "but may receive credit
only once".
HEADY

Is there a second to that proposal?

COTTRELL

Second.

HEADY
Moved and seconded that the words in parentheses "but may receive credit only once" be deleted.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the
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question brought up by Mr. Brodkey is i mportant, but related to a very specific situation and rath er than to . h a v e
t his apply to all courses across the campu s, whi c h:One of
the conditions you describe, it would be mu ch better t o
l eave the parentheses in here for the rul e that we are
appl ing to . all courses and t h en to purs ue separat e ly t h e
- ~ ~hich this -- those particul ar courses ma y be
han~led and even some kind 0 ~
t;bel1eve your problem can be""oest~
s wereci ~a
i!fl
A
all courses.

dif~ t-tt~~~r~~

BRODKEY
I will accept t h at on t h e basis as I understand it. Other A.A.-type courses have t h is same t ype
problem and certainly if it's cons idered when t h e c ommittee
reconsiders this whole question, I just want ed to h a v e th a t
as a consideration.

of--

HEADY
BRODKEY

Do you want to proceed to

I wil l withdraw that.

HEADY
All right. The amendment has been with drawn .
I s there further discussion? Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
May I ask a question of th e registrar?
On ~recommendationJ part fi v e ;where a student rep eats a
course, does this imply that t h e earlier grade, which is
not calculated as standing toward the schol arship i ndex,
but is it implied that is remov ed and -- or remains on t h e
re cord?
MAC GREGOR
No, it remai n s on t h e record, but would
not b e counted~ the index under the old rule -- u n der t h e
old rule a l l attempts count in t h e index. The stud e nt made
an "F " , subsequently made a " D", subsequentl y made a " C', ,
the y were all in the index and t h is was an attempt b y the
committee to liberalize this to the extent that only the
s tudent's highest grade, highest attempt, counted. The
f act that he had actual ly attempted this before a nd made
another grade does remain ; - the record as it is tod a y .
HEADY

Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR BRADSHAW
I can See th e re being a bit o f a
nuisance value because I th i nk some o f you h a v e b e en in
the same position
· ~
·
·
or same s1tu
a t ion
wh ere a s t u d en t h as
one "B" in his entire record and h as to h a v e four point
oh ; he's a good student and doesn't need to take the cour se
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again and he wants that four point oh and comes back in
and takes it, and .(II[ could make quite a nuisance of himself . I don't like this at all .
HEADY

Professor Wildin.
~

WILDIN
It seems to me
this also has some
implications with regard to the number of students that
we would have in class, the number of people that we have
on campus. I remember in attending Purdue, I heard the
chairman of the department talk there once about the
Purdue Forever Club and if we are speaking of sus pensions ,
it seems like with our students we are in danger of
creating a U.N.M . Forever Club by this, and I think this
is the sort of thing we have for the students who are
making genuine progress towards a degree and I think there
are some elements of this proposal that are good and in
gene ral I agree with the spirit of it, but I thi nk we
ought to take these things into considerati on on voting on
it.

ZEPPER
One way o f dealing with t h e thing primarily by the way -- we deal with the students we h ave on
campus, but a transfer student who takes this wo rk a t ano ther
insti tution, if he transfers here and this work is not
accepted as a "D" or "F" he cannot take the course here
and get a "C" or higher grade and have that count for his
grade point avera ge.
I think it should be -- treat our
students that are enrol led here originally the way we would
treat any other transfers .
FACULTY MEMBER
It would partially solve t h e objec tion here if it was amended to read that a student may
repeat his wo r k once without special permission .
COTTRELL
No , I suggest, Mr . President, t h at the
catalog already provides for a student who h as made a "D"
or "F" to repe a t that course wi thout special permiss ion .
It 's true that they are both counted there, but this q uestion of being concerned about overloading o u r classroom
faciliti es and our classes by dropping and not counting
the 11 F" or "D" against the student , I think is not a good
le g1' t·imate argument . The student can repeat these courses
a~ready and they can't repeat a "C" or "B" b ecause they
~l dn't get credit the second time around. But as far as
it being a "D" and "F" we have had this as a policy at this
U~iversity for years . 1 This just says that the lower grade
Wlll not be counted . As far as the numbe r of times, we
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used to have a rule here that two or three times was all
one could take a course, and I think it caused more difficulties than it corrected. So I think that should be left
open. If a student is -- has no good standing and wants
to tackle that real tough course that he hasn't been able
to get through, four or five times, I think that's his
prerogative and his business. So I would not limit the
number of times he may attend a course.
HEADY
Is there any further discussion? Are you
ready to vote on proposition five? Those in favor please
s ay "aye"; opposed, "no". The motion is carried.
That brings us to number six, revision of definition of scholarship index to include grades earned in
e nsemble music and non-professional physical education.
Is there any discussion?
(There were several calls for the question.)
HEADY
Those in favor of proposal six please say
"aye"; opposed "no".
The motion is carried.
GREEN

Mr. President .

HEADY

Mr. Green.

GREEN

Is this applicable now to this semester?

HEADY
The question has been asked by Professor
Green as to whether the changes that we have just made are
effective this semester, but I believe the proposal is that
these changes should be made effective with the 1971 spring
semester.
That is the semester that has not yet begun .
Now we do have parallel proposals that were distrib~ted to you as you came to this meeting, proposed changes
1 ~ certain grade-related rules for graduate students.
I
Wil l recognize Dean Springer if he wants to present this .

~

SPRINGER
Sir, I am sorry to
somethi ng which isn't simple to begin with, but the Graduate
~ommittee, in its wisdom, felt that since some of the
· and C. Committee proposals c l early related not to graduate students, that we ought to get into i t. Now as a
resu lt o f the votes a moment ago, I think t h at
items
one
and
f
of b
our of my memorandum to the faculty are taken care
ecause they were covered by the vote, and they are,
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in effect, parallel, totally parallel to what the E. and C.
Corrunittee proposed.
However, it leaves my paragraphs two and t h ree -paragraph t wo relating to proposal number two of the E .
and C. Committee and my paragraph three relating to
number four of the E. and C. Conunittee. The reason we
had to write slightly variant language was because of the
passing and failing differences in grading at the graduate level, so that, in effect, I would move that paragraphs two and three, as written in my me morandum, be
adopted to apply to graduate students with the amendmen t
to paragr~ph three to parallel t h e amendment that was ma de
in paragraph four of the E. and C. Conunittee, namely, to
change the negative language whi ch doesn't really affect
the meaning.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
language that appears in this memora ndum distributed,
in paragraph two and three of t h e memorandum, be ado pted .
MAC GREGOR
Mr. President?
HEADY

May I ask a point of clarification,

Yes, sir .

MAC GREGOR
Doctor Springer, item one, in a2.!;_h~~ <f
words, you are applying just the way the faculty h~~item
one on this matter of the grades of "I" as amended?
SPRINGER
As amended we h ave no option. The
Graduate Committee is like the E. and C. Conunittee . We
can come here and the faculty can amend it .
I think we
are bound , by -- but I would consider that we are bound
by the faculty motion.
HEADY

Mr . Drununond.

DRUMMOND
May I ask a clarification in item two
bin your list, Dean Springer. The third line from the
~ttom, it says that he will receive "a grade of ' F ' if
~ 18 current gra de in t h e course is 'D' or lower, as
.. etermined by the instructor." If his c urrent grade is
h D" ' why should he receive a grade of "F"? Why shouldn't
e receive the grade of "D"?
SPRI NGER

Well, we thought that if he gets a "D",
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he's failing, anyway, at the graduate level.
DRUMMOND
Why not indicate that he is failing not
quite as badly as failing? I don't see the advantage.
DAVIS
He can only give a "W" or "F".
have two alternatives.
SPRINGER

That's right.

DRUMMOND

Okay.

HEADY

You only

That clarifies it for me.

Doctor Napolitano.

PROFESSOR NAPOLITANO
It was my impression that
items one through six referpt primarily to undergraduate
grading. Number two, :sour Graduate Committee recommendation, I would ask a question: Do you include the professi onal students in this regard?
SPRINGER

Sorry, I didn't hear.

NAPOLITANO
Would you include the professional
students as graduate students?
SPRINGER
Not as we define them.
In other words,
your people in the medical school are not in this grading
system to begin . with.
HEADY

You want to relax now?

SPRINGER
f erent system.
s chool?

NAPOLITANO

I feel superior; you have a totally dif-

Pass and fail, yes.

What about the law

SPRINGER
I don't believe they are in this.
I am
concerned about the students who are under my jurisdiction,
Whose papers are in my office, not the ones that are not.
HEADY

Mr. MacGregor.

MAC GREGOR
I would be glad to try to clarify that
question with regard to the law school.
ing

d I did talk to Dean Christopher just b e f ore t h is meet an the law school has certain regulations of its own.
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.
. h
.
.
In other wor d s, it
can say //wit
permission
of the dean of
1
the college ,' and in certain cases the dean just won't give
the permission . That wording goes in there without changing
any of this at all as far as the general policy is concerned.

HEADY
Are you ready to vote? Those in favor of
t he motion , please say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion is
carried .
Now that does dispose of all of item three in the
agenda.
Item four, proposal to add a section on "Academic
Freedom of Graduate, Teaching, Research, and Special
Assistants 11 •
Professor Davis.
DAVIS
This proposal, which is in the agenda, indicates its own history in the heading from which it comes .
Since four committees are bringing it to you, and
they -- there are even others that lie behind the preparation
of this document, I don't want to talk about that his t ory
or about the number of stages through which this proposal
h as gone.
Professor Prouse, who was very much involved in
particularly the latter stages of the development of this,
can talk to that.
I do want to say that I do think this is
p robably the most important proposal that has come before
the faculty this year, for two reasons:
First , for what the
proposal represents and then for what it is in itself.
~ think it represents an important first-step in recognizi ng the role which graduate students have as teachers and
assistants in laboratories and other roles on this campus.
By recent count of the number of undergraduate
sect~ons of classes, about one-fifth of the undergraduate
sections are taught by graduate students or handled by
graduate students.
There are almost as many graduate
assistants -- I am using the term "graduate" here to refer
to graduate students as assistants-- as there are regular
faculty so that there is -- they are a very important
group on our campus.
I think that ~
will agree that
t hey are not recognized very effective
· 1 yin
· our paring
k·
lots, in our library regulations, in fring e benefits, in
salary.
Up till now their status under the polic 1

on

Academic
Freedom of
Graduate ,
Teach ing ,
Re s earc h ,
and Special
Assistants
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academic freedom and tenure has been rather unclear.
I believe this is the first step in recognizing their importance to the teaching function of the University.
Mo re important than perhaps even than the -- what
it represents 1 is the importance of this step in itself, for
one-fifth of the undergraduate teaching is b eing done by
graduate students. It's very i mpo rtant, I think, not only
to them as teachers but to us as members of the faculty as
their colleagues, if y ou like, that the provisions of the
academic freedom and tenure policy extend explicitly and
clearly to them to protect their role in the teaching functi on.
For these t wo reasons, for what it represents and
fo r what it is in itself, I move to this faculty t his very
important proposition on the academic freedom of graduate~
te aching, research, and special assistants.
IVINS

Second.

HEADY
Moved and seconded that we add to section
fou rteen point one, academic freedom, the language whi ch was
distributed to you at the call of the meeting.
Is there
dis cussion? Professor Prouse.
PROUSE
I don't think there's been -- rather;there
have been very few proposals t h at have been before this
facu lty that have been studied as thoroughly .
I think it
might be instructive to know the process through whi c h we
have gone.
The Faculty Policy Committee ciear b ack in the s p r ing
of 1969 appointed the ad hoc committee on rights and responsibilities of faculty and students, which, by virtue of the
l~ng th of its title and I suppose in recognition of t h e
distinguished nature of its chairman, came to be known as
the Weihofen Committee. The Weihofen Committee rendered
a f'
report in June of 197 0 , a year later, their wo rk
h inal
.
aving been some time delayed by the question whether they
should continue to function in view of the fact the Regents
had appointed the committee on University Governance. The
de · ·
cision had been made by the Faculty Policy Committee tha~
the Weihofen Committee should, indeed, pursue its s tudy , if
only on the grounds that it had antedated the Governance
~ 0 Imnittee, and we did not feel that there was any necessary
in comp a tibi li ty .
That final report contai ned four parts , and I stress
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that fact because this proposal today represents only one
of these four parts of the Weihofen Committee's recommendation. The Faculty Policy Committee accepted that report,
thanked them for their labor, and disbanded the committee.
This fall, since we had received the final report
in June and did not get around to i t until fall, the Policy
Committee discussed the proposal, the entire proposal of
the Weihofen Committee at length and decided that the question of rights and responsibilities of graduates and
teaching assistants was of primary importance among those
four areas to which the Weihofen Committee had addressed
itself and, therefore, we picked it out of the Weihofen
recomrnendation5to pursue.
A number of legal and other questions arose, wh ich
we studied, and then subsequently on October 21st appointed
a four-member ad hoc committee, again under Henry Weihofen,
to study these questions and specifically consider how the
proposal might be incorporated into existing materials on
University governance.
On October 27th, a week later, that committee reported -- the Policy Committee itself amended this report
in seve~al particulars and referred the whole matter to
the A:F~T. Committee and to the Graduate Committee for their
reactions. Those committees made suggestions and referred
this matter back to the Policy Committee.
On December 3r~uote final unquote version was
studied by the Policy c6mmittee and some few changes were
made.
The most significant was the decision to extend the
policy to cover research assistants and special assistants
as Well, for what I think were very good reasons JJecause
we decided to -"cover or include research assistants;~
the obvious interest of the 1\esearch Policy Committee became
evident and the matter was referred to them.
This history may seem overextended to you, but I wish
you would understand it's only because I want you to know
that every word has been picked over. Indeed, I think that
the present -- Christmas present that we got in the Lob_p of
a . crossword pu 2 zle because quote we like to tinker around
with words so much..J:_u_guote is a reflectkon of that.
I made
!~e Point recently:'trie reason we t~nkei;._ around wit~ the .
rds so much is th'at we were genuinely concerned in seeing
that this proposal did a genuine job of protecting the ri ghts
of these people. so it comes to you today with the unanimous
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approval of the membership of four major committees.
As Paul has already said, assistants in this University have an unusually high -- that is, related to other
universities -- portion of instructional responsibility.
They have, as we all must admit, relatively little supervision and no protection or privilege. I think we ought
to recognize th~contribution and give them the most basic
right of any teacher, that is, of academic freedom .~

HEADY

Doctor Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD

May I come to the podium?

Mr. President, members of the faculty, I agree with
and support heartily both the spirit and the substance of
this proposal. As many of th~persons on these committees
know, I was involved in part~ this discussion during
several different points of last year and was then and am
now quite willing to agree with everything that Mr. Davis
and Mr. Prouse have just said.
I think, however, before
it's passed by the faculty, I would like to make a few
observations and~uggestion or two which I think are relevant and which s~ould be said now rather than later.

I think the main thrust of what we have been working toward i n ~ res~t is to accord these persons who,
as Mr. Davis~ saidA Mr. Prouse reiterated, are actually members of the University faculty, or at least they
aid in the instructional process in such a way that they
deserve many of the protections and privileges that other
faculty members do.
I believe, however, that this protection should be worded in the same context as the privileges
and rights of a non-tenured faculty member, and I would
call attention to the fact that there are differences in
our present policy between non-tenured faculty and tenured
faculty.
I think to accord these persons that privilege
and to put it in the same context as we do for non-tenured
faculty members is doing everything that Mr. Davis and Mr.
Prouse have suggested.
For example, on page thirty-nine of our manual under
sect·ion fourteen on academic freedom of non-tenured faculty
members, I read a sentence which says:
"If a faculty member without permanent tenure
alleges that a decision to terminate his appointment or to
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deny him tenure is caused by considerations violating academic freedom, the following procedures shall be followed:"
It then goes on and tells what those procedures
shall be.
In the spirit of what I am saying, I would say
that that sentence could very well be expanded to say -and I am not suggesting a change in the wording there,
but it will relate to something else I want to suggest:
"If a faculty member without permanent tenure, or
a graduate or teaching assistant," et cetera, and these
four categories named -- "alleges that a decision to terminate his appointment or to deny him tenure is caused by
considerations violating academic freedom" he will have
these rights and they would be followed there.
Now in order not to make this too complicated
and I did this late last night and early this morning
because I felt I would like to share with the faculty my
feeling about it at this time -- in order not to complicate it for you and in order that you will not have to
keep many different things in mind, I ran off just~ter
noon~what's here with my suggested additions and deletions and I would like to give you the reasons for them
i n just a minute, but in order that you can follow it, I
hope, in an effective way I would like for you to share
these. I think there's one for every two persons.
I have no comments on the whole first sheet of
What is before you now.
Therefore, everything I have to
say is on the second sheet of what you have before you,
and they are parts (d) and (e) on the sheet that I am
Passing to you now.
This sheet deals with (d) and {e).
On th~.L~
sheet of what I have passed to you
Under (d), t h ~
fs at the bottom showing that the
Underlined mat~ial ram suggesting be added and the words
or Phrases that I suggest be deleted have been marked
t hrough the middle of them.
The text is there as it is
on Your sheets given by the committee originally.
under1. I have only two suggestions for (d), and they are
.
.
ined.
It
seems
to
me
that
any
appeal
for
such
dismissal h
.
.
s OUld include the department chairman, the dean
O f th
v·
e College, the Dean of the Graduate School, the
lee Pr
.d
.
h. h
.
esi ent for Academic Affairs, all of w ic were in
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the first, and the President.
I do not think that is any
different from our regular procedure, and to assume that a
person would not have any right to appeal to the President,
r think, was probably not intended. But I am suggesting
it be added.
Then I am adding -- suggesting we add at the bottom,
which I think does not change the substance of (d) at all:
"If this committee becomes involved in the matter,"
-- that is, if the appeal includes the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure -- "the policies and procedures now
approved for use with non-tenured faculty members would be
applicable also for assistants."
I do not think they are substantive changes at all,
indeed, but I do think they are important because the role
of that committee, it seems tom~, ought to be given a
little better definition t h a n ~ is in the original material.
When we get to (e) I am suggesting some changes which
you see there, which are, I think, not substantive in the
spirit and content of what was originally sent to you, but
it does involve a little more change than (d).

I have taken this wording from section seven of the
Faculty Handbook, which is on page thirty-six, and that's
the reason I like again to connect it with the procedures
available to a faculty member.
I have suggested starting at the bottom of the first
page of the material I passed out to you, . where it says
under (e) that we use the wording that's now in section
seven, which says, "suspension" -- and it says''a faculty
member 11 in section seven, but I am substituting ~i'a-ssist~nt '!..._ "Suspension of an assistant during the proceedings
involving him shall be justified only if harm to himself
or others is threatened by his continuance." These are
exactly the same words in section seven already approved
b~ ~his faculty and the Regents. And then, "Unless prohibited by law, any such suspension shall be with pay."
That does not change the substance of what was intended
earlier, it seems to me.
I have suggested that the next
sentenceJor sentence or two there probably would be better
put ·
.>
if we say, "The reasons therefor" -- and that goes
back t o th e suspension -- "shall be given
.
. writing
. .
in
to
the assistant
·
involved.
The right of appeal shall be to
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any or all of the following: The department chairman involved, the appropriate college dean, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, the President.
If violations of academic
freedom are alleged, he may then appeal to the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure.
This Committee, if it becomes
involved in this way, would conduct its hearini[,and make
recommendations as now provided in the case of non-tenured
faculty member/."
A
And the last sentence is as it was in the original
proposal:
"When an assistant has been suspended, the appeal5
of his dismissal shall be processed as rapidly as possible."
The gist of my recommendation, and I will put it in
the form of a motion before I sit down, is that we put it
as nearly as possible in the context of the present rights
and privilegea of non-tenured faculty members and I think
to make these changes would do that and not change the
substance or spirit of the original motion.
Mr . Chairman, I, therefore, move the changes indicated in (d) and (e).
(The motion was duly seconded.)
HEADY

You want to include all this in one motion?

TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the changes
in sections (d) and (e) of the proposed statement, which
was distributed to you, should be amended, as indicated on
these two sheets which were distributed.
Is there discussion on the motion? That is, a motion to amend the proposal? Doctor Scaletti.
PROFESSOR SCALETTI
With all due respect, I would
~ave to vote against the amendment.
The reason for this
is that, as Professor Prouse pointed out, the original document before you has been before a number of committees of
the University.
Faculty members have discussed and debated
and gone over literally literally every word of the docume t
'
.
n · Some of the wording that you have in your amendment
to substitute has been wording that has created debate
a~ong members of the faculty of these various policy commi~tees.
I would rather see the original motion, the
Ori '
Veryginal document acted upon because it has been gone over
carefully by a good percentage of the faculty and the
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various faculty committees. To vote for this amendment at
this time I would -- I could not vote in fairness for this
amendment simply because much of the wording, which you
have included, has been wording that has been debated and
I would return this back to at least the ~search Policy
Committee before its approval were given.
HEADY

Professor Prouse.

PROUSE
I have to speak now as an individual, but
I can't speak for the committee since we haven't discussed
the question.
For myself, I clearly agree with the changes that
are made in the sections by Doctor Travelstead. I think
they improve and clarify and intend to return us to a l ready established policies, which was our intent in the
fi rst place. I must admit, Joe, that after all this long
period of time I didn't think anybody could fool with it,
but, obviously, that's not true.
One question that does bother me, though, is in the
change -- your change which omits some very important
procedures that I think are important at the, let's say,
sub-judicial level. For example, it points out -- it
eve~ requires under this policy a ~ervisor to inform an
assistant and point out the unl:aZJy aspects of the work
and how th~ ought to be corrected. It calls for a confer~n~e of~ssistant, his supervisor; and the complaining
administrator.
It says that if the assistant does not
c~rrect the alleged deficiencies and so on, he shall be
given written warning. All of this provides a procedure,
whi ch I think ought to be gone through. As you know,
those of you who have been involved with the Governance
Committee, are very concerned with trying to develop systems by which disputes or problems can be handled informa~l~ and not in a legalistic way.
It seems to me that
giving the reasons for suspension simply eliminates a
great deal of this process, which I think is pretty vital.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, may I answer this? In
(d) , of course, the consultation among these three persons,
I am not suggesting a change; that same wording was not in
(e) and I have not suggested elimination of any such thing.
PROUSE

Oh, you have not?

TRAVELSTEAD

I haven't suggested any change in what
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you talked about.
PROUS E

I see.

Okay.

TRAVELSTEAD
What I think is a substantive change,
if you wish to call it that'tn (e), and others may wi sh to
address themselves to this point.
I did suggest elimination
of the decision to suspend shall be made by the dean of the
college, assistant dean of the college, and this puts it in
only one person's hands, that action.
I think this does not
hol d for any faculty member involved in such a matter and
seems to me to say that for teaching or graduate assistant
the only person that can make that decision is the dean of
his college, is too limited. Now ~ I did suggest
changes in (e) for reasons I have just given, but I h aven't
suggested doing away with any of the processes.
PROUSE
HEADY

I understand.

I understand.

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to point out that there is
a distinctly substantive change. I tend to agree with Professor Prouse, that the change at the end -- the addition
at the end of (d) is probably a positive thing.
I think
they should be separated.
I move, if so needed, but on
page two of Mr. Travelstead's report there is quite a
substantive change, first in striking the dereliction of
duties, which was inserted at the request of severa l
academic departments who raised the question of wh at h appens if a guy is not -- just not meeting hi~ cli1£?? Do
we h~ve to go to the academic freedom and t~~ Well ,
1 think that's quite a different -- quite a difference
But , more important and perhaps more philosophical, but
nevertheless a matter of concern to all of the committees
~ho looked at this document:
"if harm to himself or others
is threatened by his continuance" was wording which most
of the committees found repugnant because there are -has -- and the repugnancy was reflected in the change which
added the words which Doctor Travelstead's amendment would
now drop, 11 a da~ger that other persons may comrni t h armful
acts" et cetera. Those words were added specifically to
deal wi. th what was seen by some persons as a t h rea.
t
b

Further, and again perhaps i t sounds philosophic al,
ut harm for himself -- the question of can we defend a
pterson
against himself? Are we going to allow the people
0 .
interfere with a person's right? This also was discussed
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at length. And I want to say at length.
I tend to agree
in essence with Professor Scaletti.
I would be forced to
vote against these amendments in their present form.
I
think -- I would like to move for separation of the amendment to (d) and the amendment to (e).
HEADY
I think that motion is in order now, if
there's a second to it.
COTTRELL

Second.

HEADY
Any debate? Those in favor of the motion
to separate consideration of the changes in proposed sections (d) and (e) please say " aye"; opposed "no" . The
motion is carried.
We will proceed now with further discussion of the
amendment to section (d).
Is there any further discussion?
KOENIG
Everyone else has identified the substantive points, but perhaps it hasn't been as long since I have
been a graduate student.
At the bottom it says -- the crossed-out sentence
reads "The suspension may be made"
HEADY
I beg your pardon, ~arl, we are discussing
changes in (d ) now.
(e) deals with suspension.
(e) deals
with dismissal.
The changes proposed there are to add
"and the president" at one place and to add a final sentence
and we have separated the question so we will dispose of
the changes to {d) first.
(There was a general calling for the question . )
HEADY
Are you ready to vote? Those in favor of
the motion to amend section (d) please say "aye"; opposed
"n 0 "
•
The motion is carried.
Now we will turn to the changes in (e).
sor Koenig.
VICE PRESIDENT SMITH
HEADY
be

Profes-

Mr. Chairman --

Professor Koenig has the floor.

KOENIG
The question I raised, "The suspension may
effective pending this appeal. Any such suspension shall

I

'
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be with pay." That is crossed out.
Did you intend that?
And then what protection would we have?
TRAVELSTEAD
I replaced i t with what I thought was
a more defensible phrase, "Unless prohibited by law" because
that is in our presently approved section. We have to, unless it's prevented by law, and I used exactly the same wording.
KOENIG
personnel?

Is that what happens now to non-tenured

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, i t was in our present wording.
There was something wrong.
I thought it was just as applicable one place as i t is the other.
HEADY
On this point, on page thirty-six of the
Handbook there is section seven in the existing statement
of academic freedom and tenure which deals with suspension
and it reads:
"Suspension of a faculty member during the proceedings involving him shall be justified only if harm to himself or others is threatened by his continuance. Unless
prohibited by law, any such suspension shall be with pay."
I would like also to call your attention to page
forty-eight in the Handbook, which is appendix three to the
statement, and is, I believe, a verbatim reprinting of the
1~58~~tatement on procedural standardsui ~ faculty dis~iss~ ~ proceedings of the A.A. U. P ·;, which uses practically
identical language.
It does seem to me that if we make a
change in the language concerning reasons for suspension
and other matters, there is no particular reason why it should
be done with regard to teaching assistants and so on than
for faculty members, whether they are with tenur7b..or without
tenure. I do feel, myself, some concern about #parting in
~ur language from the A.A.U.P. statement about t~is, which
is the one that we have followed up to now in our own
statement on academic freedom and tenure. Professor
Thorson.
THORSON
As a genetic scholar sometimes the difficulty is that this wording was taken from a national document
and it did apply to some states which had laws prohibiting
payment. As I recall)legal opinionj, which we got, very,
ve~, informally in our discussions, was that obviously any thing that we put in our handbook is not going to contravene
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any contradictory law or court finding and that, in fact,
"not prohibited by law" really doesn't mean anything.
It's
just a carryover from a national document, which has
gotten buried into our wording in several places and may
just as well be eliminated.
HEADY

Mr. Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would concur in that. I think it's
implied in any University regulation.
I wouldn't argue that
point. I was merely using the language there. Maybe our
language should be changed~ in the other place.
I
think the point that was made earlier about dereliction of
duties, I didn't mean to imply that ~reliction of duty
is not a serious matter, but I submitAthat's a serious matter for faculty members also and if it's involved, it's
involved in our present procedures of charges against a
faculty member. We don't stipulate their dereliction of
duties,, and I was trying to put it in the same context as
a faculty member. Now the matter of "a danger that other
persons may commit harmful acts if his services are not
dis~ontinued," I a~~~ that we should not do it on that
basis but I submit~at point, too, applies to a faculty
mernbes and it is n~t stated in our faculty member part of
the policy. You see what I mean? I am trying to put it
in the same context. We use the same rationale. I do
agree that the "prohibited by law" probably is unnecessary
but the others I was trying to put the same way.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
Over the years we have revised that academic freedom and tenure policy on occasion in specific areas
for specific reasons and then over a period of another few
months or a year we examined, cross-examined, re-examined
the entire policy where there were inconsistencies or differenc~s in wording and we would revise those. The entire
policy is a long document.
It is something that takes up
several pages in our Handbook. People who read it without
having a question of infringement upon their freedom or
havin g served upon the committee or hav1ngAtenure
· a.-d ec1s1on
· ·
t~ contest or something 1 probably have never gone through it
With
·
a fine-tooth comb like some of the others.
Now if we brought the entire policy on a given day
to try to amend it and make it consistent all the way, in
:very Paragraph, I insist that it will be so much that the
acuity, as a whole, will just throw up their hands and
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walk out on it. The Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
is charged with the basic responsibility of bringing these
recommendations in.
We were well aware of the fact the day
we met that this wording was not consistent and in answer
to your comments, Mr. Travelstead, it may be that in a few
months we may want to amend the part dealing with non-tenured
faculty because there is a difference in the wording between what we have set for non-tenured and what we say here
for the graduate students .
We went over these, we feel -- or I felt, at least -I can't speak for the committee -- that dereliction of duties
was an important consideration for graduate teaching staff.
It may be an important consideration for non-tenured faculty, which we will want to bring in and recommend at some
time in the future .
In the meantime;I think it is a consideration that I think we should have in the policy.
I think
the discussion and the efforts devoted to the original motion for the day, and what i t includes in that line, also
the question of the danger , conditions of danger which one
can be suspended, may be the wording that we prefer for all
of the grades of faculty.
But rather than to hold this
one back until we look at the others, I think we should
today pass the original motion .
I am opposed to the amendment .
Then the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee has
nothing else to do except to re-examine the parts of the policy where it appears there's an inconsistency .
I would urge
the defeat of the amendment on (e) and passage of the original document , as it was presented.
HEADY

Further discussion?

TRAVELSTEAD
I have one _~ h e r point, Mr . Chairman.
I agree that pass a ge of a new part~could make it consistent
all the way through would be an insurmountable task.
I
submit there's one substantive point there, and I would
m~ke a plea that the faculty recognize that, or else recog~ize it is going to cause us some difficulty later, and that
is the sentence "Any decision to suspend shall be made by
th~ dean of the assistant's college," and it seems to me
this is too limiting and i t probably will not stand up under
Other circumstances. I think that's really on the subject.
HEADY

All right .

DAVIS

I would like to pose a substitute amendment

Professor Davis?
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to the amendment proposed by Vice President Travelstead
on section (e) to insert the word "normally" in the sentence: "Any decision to suspend shall normally be made
by the dean of the assistant's college."
IVINS

Second the amendment.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would accept that if you Mi 1d
want to do away with the amendment to the amendment.
HEADY
All right. Now that -- as I understand
it, the only change in the version of section (e) that
was distributed would be to insert the word "normally" at
that point.
TRAVELSTEAD
That's right.
I am substituting
that one change for all those suggested.
DRUMMOND

As distributed with the agenda?

HEADY
Yes . . I hope you don't mind my raising a
question as to whether -- Professor Davis, as to whether
the appeal process which we have amended to add the President dealing with the dismissals should be changed here?
DAVIS
Yes.
I will put that in as well, those two
changes. I am sorry.
HEADY
Then it would say, "He may appeal such dismissal to any or all of the following" -- no, wait a m~nute, that's the wrong paragraph.
"The right of appeal" -no, "Any decision to suspend shall normally be made by the
dean of the assist~t' s college" and s~ on.
"The righ~ of
appeal - ~ s h a l l ~ ~ ~ the Vice President for Academic
Affairs -- 11
PROFESSOR BURLEY
Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point
of order. It's five o'clock.
DURRIE
We didn't start the meeting until seven
after I Mr. Burley, so the two-hour rule
meeting.

BURLEY

I was going to suggest we extend the

HEADY
r know we started about six or seven minutes late. If we are still going at that point~we will
have to have an exception to our standing rule number one,
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or two, whichever it is.
Now that would be "shall be to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, the President, and then if violations
of academic freedom"
okay. Do you accept that?
TRAVELSTEAD
I will agree with what I -- he lS
amending the original that came in, whi ch would not relate
to my other suggested changes. Which did you mean?
DAVIS
What I was doing was substituting some elements of your -- some amendments into the original in the
agenda to take care of certain of the questions raised by
Vice President Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD
So when they defeat my amendment)
they have an edited original version?
HEADY
We can do it eithe~ay. We can vote on your
proposal , as it stands, or we can substitute his language
for the changes that you have.
DAVIS
It would be clearer if we voted down Vice
President Travelstead's amendment .
TRAVELSTEAD
I have another suggestion to avoid
humiliation! Why don't you have a substitute motion?
DAVIS

That's what I did.

Okay?

HEADY
Okay . This is a substitute motion to make
those two changes rather than the changes in the sheet that
was distributed.
Is there discussion on the substitute
motion? Professor Darling.
PROFESSOR DARLING
I would like to also ask if he
~ould like to maybe include in the substitute motion the
indication that if the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
becomes involved, the committee will conduct its hearing and
~ake recommendations as provided in the case, which makes
it consistent with the -- with (d) previously, and gives
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee a set procedure
to follow.
DAVIS
I don't have any objection to that.
include that, as well.
HEADY

All right.

I will

Then to be consistent with the
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other language it would read:
"The right of appeal shall
be to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the President." Then start a new sentence:
"If violations" -well, how about then using the language that Doctor Travelstead had? "If violations of academic freedom are alleged, he may then appeal to the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure. This committee, if it becomes involved" and so on , "could conduct as now provided in the
case of non-tenured faculty members." I think that parallels the language you have already adopted for (d).
DAVIS

Yes, I think that would help.

HEADY
All right.
Is there further discussion on
the substitute motion? Those in favor of the substitute
motion please say "aye"; opposed "no". The substitute
motion has been adopted .
Now we have to debate and vote as to whether we
want to replace the language submitted with the call to
the meeting by the language we have just adopted. Is
there discussion on that? Those in favor of the amendment,
please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
I think that before we adjourn in one more minute;
I would like to say that I think no one is more aware than
I am of the gap in our statement on academic freedom and
tenu~e with regard to graduate;teaching, research, and
special assistants, and I agree with the statements that
have been made on the importance of making adequate provisions for these people who participate in the teaching
function.
I will be happy to recommend the changes
adopted to the Regents.
PROUSE
I think we ought not to end this particular one without some commendation to Bill Pickens and his
colleagues~ the Graduate Studentf Association who have
worked very hard, obviously very well, on this policy.
They performed an extremely commendable job that was well
done~and we enjoyed working with them/and I say that now
~articularly that Bill will be ending his tenure as president very shortly.
HEADY
I suggest in addition to the applause that
we have a rising vote of approval and adjourn at the same
time.
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Adjournment, 5:05 p.rn.
Respectfully submitted,

,\J,g~·

Durrie,
Secretary
..,

[
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

D

D ALBUQ UERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106

505: 217-2111

December 2, 1970

Dr. Geor ge P. Springer, Dean
Graduate School
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dear Dean Springer :
On behalf of the facu lty of the department of art, I should
like to place in nomination for the honorary degree of Do~tor
of Fi ne Arts the name of Raymond Jonson .
Mr. Jonson, who will reach his 80th birthday on July 18, 1971,
came to New Mexico in 1924 . He joined the University faculty
in 1934 and retired in 1954 . Quite simply, through his work,
his life, and his boundless enthusiasm he has been (or more
than forty years a source of inspiration to generation upon
generation of younger .:i.rtists in New Mc:::ico. His J.,aintings
are of historic importance. No account of art in New Mexico
can ever be complete withou t acknowledgement of his place in
it.
Since his retirement from active teaching~ fifteen yea rs ago,
Raymond Jonson has faltered not a bit in his productivity or
his commitment to his work . His art , if anything, has become
richer and deeper, and he has continued to give to students
just as generously of his time as he ever did before. To those
of us who know him well, it is incredible to believe that he
wi ll soon reach 80, for his vitality wou ld be remarkable in
even a very young man.
In 1964, the University Press published an illustrated catalog
in connection with the Jonson retrospective exhibition held at
the University Art Museum during that year. For the informa tion of the Graduate Committee I am enclosing Xerox copies of
portions of that catalog.
This nomination is seconded by the faculty of the department
of art, which voted unanimously Lo endorse it.
Sincerely,
~ ' - - ~

Cl in ton Adams
Professo r of Art
Enc l.

(Doctor of Humane L~s Recommended)
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I wish to surrest the name of Jaymond. Jonson
for an nonorary der,ree.
~ext y ear, Rasmond will be 00 years oldo It
an appropriate time ror the awardh1r- of uch a
do[rec, if it is to be awarded nim at allo
seems

0

And it seems to be proper that he be given such
recopnition. He nas spent almost all nis professional
life in ~ew ~exico, most of it on our faculty, and is
hi[hly re fa rded in hi_ professiono
I am not comn etent to evaluate h5s work. If
your committ ee think t his surrestion worth considcrjnr,
you wuuld be able to ret the jud pments of recornized ~ew
~exjco artists, and of artists ano art crjtics elsewncre .
Adherents of different 2chools or pajntJn[J.' 1Jj 11 of course
differ ~n tneir judgments, but I think you would fj1d
sub stantial agreement that Jonson has been an jmportant
firure in Uew Lexico art.
1 am not complying with your request for biorraphical material; fnat is available here at the uni ver~ity, and can be supplemented by others here who know
him.

(Doc tor of Humane Let ters Recommended)
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1917 Fin,l 0111·-111.111 c'xliiliiti nn is held i11 i\L1disl>1 ,.
Wi!<c·n11si11, "here 2(1 pai111i11;~s, 1 1, dra11 in;.!;s, ~~
1lwaln ;l,·si,!llS ,rnd ,1. !->l:1;..:.e 11wclcls arc sl,own .
Exhihils a painting and a slage model in the
first cxli;IJilion of the lnd qwndcn t Society of
Arti sts, i\e11· York.
Join s 11,c l.eachin~ stafT of the Chicago Academy of fi11e /\ rt s.
1919 llrcci\'l'S a fcllo1r sh ip at th e Edwarcl i\focDowcll Colony, Pctcrhorou2h. New Hampshire, 1\'hich pe1mits four months of 1mi11tcrruplecl conccnlralion on painli11g.

1920 Excculcs th e stage set and costumes for Euripi(lcs' "i\lcdea" al lhe Garrick Tliealer in i\ew
York.

1921 011P-man exhihitinn of 5D works, Fin e Arts
Duildin,!. ChicaF,o.
1922 Co-orr,anizrr of Cor Ardrns, the aim of which
is to form an international brotherhood of
arli!->ts.
Spends the s ummer in Santa Fe, partly fi.
nanced hy th e poet, John Curtis Underwood.
Jlas first in~pirati on lo paint in a semi-abstract
1na1111cr, a~ the result of ~tudy i11 ~ the unusual
, landscape and rock confi;.!urations found at
Hurkma11, i\CII' i\lnico .
;\lakes decisio n not to sulimil. \rnrk lo juries
lwra11sc lie i-. 110 lnn µer inl"rt~slrd in competition as far as his own \\'Ork is ronrcrncrl.

1923 Executes first painting of the Earth Rh ythms
series. The Earth Rltrthms pictures arc tJ1e
fi.n.,t ,rorks II hicli mak e use of forms, and to
some exlenl color, org,rnized in a rhythmic
i11terprelalion of the i\c11· ~Texico la11rlscape.
i\leels Dr. Charles i\lorris o_f the Philosophy
Drpartnwnl. l:nirersity of Cliicat~o, ll'ho col_lerts Jon ~o n s \\'ork and has many stimulating
di sc us~ io11 s \\'ith him alJOut art and vhilosophy.
192,J Alovcs lo Santa Fe.

l ()_201 ' 0 ne-nwn cxh ilii t ion , l\f use um of Fine Arts,
Houston, Texas, and U11i\·crsily of Oklahnma
at Norman; 2,J. oils, tJ. wate1:colors an<l 12
dra\\'in;!s.
1929 Hr;ins tl1e Digits series and Cro11.:th Vf/rianls.
Paintings of the Digits 1"ro 11p, titled Abstract
One throu gh Abstract 1\'nup;ht, are hasc d on
V,1rious numerical form s us in g the female figure in a 111anncr \\'hich rcOecls tlie rhytlnn and
shul'e of the digits.
Arthur Jolin so n, youn;..:er brother of Raymond
Jonson, spends several rnonths in Santa Fe;

28

234
this opens an exlc11si\'e dialn;; ue al11 1111 ./nn son'~ ni1n~ n~ an ai ri sl. 'l"liis rclal inn ~l1ip
proves to lie a grf'al stimulant. In the <11 [i ... t'!>
work.

1930 Begins the Variatians 011 a Rhythm ( Alphahcl) se ri es and tlic Time Cycle of three works
which su m up th e artist's reaction to the J\e,r
lVIcxico lanchr.apc.

1931 Mak,~s an extended Yi siL to New Y nrk City.
One-man cxhilJilio11, Delphic Studios, New
York.
1932 One-m an cxhihition of ~12 \1orks from th e
years 1~2.J throu gh 1031, held al the Studio
Gall ery, Chicago.

1933 Attend s the Century of Pro;.;r<'ss Exliihitio11 in
Chicago. Spends th e grea ter part P'. l1l' cn ty
days al the Art lnslitule nf Chica;..;o, \\li er<' a
major exhibition of painti11gs is on display in
con11 cct ion with th e Century o{ Pro gress
\Vorl (J's Fair.

191M Join<; lhc faculty of tl1c /\rt Department. a
instrurtor in art, al the niversity of i'\ew
Mexico.
19.35 First work of th1' Chro111atic Cn11trasts series.
The Chromatic Contrasts is a f!.nrnp of :JO
paintin;s in whid1 sliapc>,;. fo1 ms ;md rhytl11ns
arc or;ani1cd with suppo rtin~ color to rrPate
a focJi11g of cli ~soiiance. Tlic color rclati,111 ships are chromatically cor,lraslin~. These
works arc nonreprc>sen tational \1 ith 110 conscious consideration of subj eel, either li Lerary
or symholie.
Abstraction in Red is shown al the San Die~o
Expo sition.
1937 On e-mn n exliibition of 26 works al Oklahoma
/\rt Crnter, Tulsa .
Beoinnin (Y of Ed Cannan's inten'"I in Jonson's
'"'
"'
work. C anna n has sho\111 conlinuously, in a
gallery in lmpcrial J,each. California, his private collection of Jonson painlin ;r~.
19.'38 One-man exhibition of 23 works, Kall1crine
Kuh Gallery, Chicago.
·P ariicip,1les in the formation of the Transcen<lcnlal Painting Croup in l\cw l\lcxico,
comp.osed of arli~Ls concerned wilh the development and presenta tion of various types
of nonrcprescnlational paintin ~, paintini that
finds its source in the creative im r.~ina lion
and does not Jepen<l upon the ohjrcli\ e ap·
proach.
Introduces the airbrush t chnique into his

work in watercolor ancl tempera. Previous to
thi s period st,rh "·orks were executed primarily in Lranspanrnt ,rel ,rnshes. Oil paint was
applied wilh bristle and sable brusl1es, cloth
pads an<l pai11Lin~ kni,·cs.

1940 Paintin f!, s by Tran.,ccnd e11Lal Painli11g Group,
of whi ch Jonson is chairman, is shown al Guggcn hcim i\l useum, Ncw York .

1947 Planning begun for the Jonson Gallery al the
University of I\ew i\fc:,ico . This facility is clcsi;nccl lo serve as a model for a ccnler ll"hcrc
works of arl · would he properly preserved
ancl exliihiled by a contemporary arli sl. Incorporated in the huilding arc living quarters,
sluclio space, .storage spa ce, and a gallery.

1919 Conslnwlion begun

011 the Jonson Gallery nnd
residence located 011 the campus of the University of New Mexico.

1950 Formal opening in January of the Jonson
Gallery, with a thirty-eight year Jonson retrospcctirc of JO works.

1954 Retires from leaching at the University of
l\'cw i\Ic:-..ico.

1956 Forty-five year retros pecti,·e of 78 works, exhibited at the i\] useum of i\ew I\Iexic:o, Santa
Fe, al which Lim<' II(' is made an Honorary
Felio\\" in Fin~ Art s hy the i\Iuscurn and the
School of American ll~scarc:h.

1957

I) ra1ci11 g

No . 1, 1953 exhibited at the Drookl)n l\lu seum in Kew York, The Golden Years
of American Drawing, 1905-1956.
1960 Onc-man ex Jii I)ition h eld at the Roswell ( ew
l\icxico) l\J useum and Art Center.

1963 T iro wor k·s included in Taos and Santa Fe:
The Artist's Environment, 1882-1942, an exh_ibition organized by the Art Gallery, University of i\ew i\Icxico, in cooperation with the
Amon Carter Museum of "\Vestern Art, Ft.
Worth.
l%4, Large scale retrospective exhibition held m
the Art Gallery, University of New i\lexico.

WORl<S IN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
Albuq~ei:cpic: The University of 'ell' Mexico, Variations on a Rhytl11n-D; Arabesques !\'o. 2;
A Cycle of Science: 1llathe11wtics, fliology,
Astronomy, Engineering, Physics, Chemistry.
!he Uni,,ersity of J ew i\Iexico also has among
lls collections The Jonson Reserved Rel ros-

pective Collection, cons1st111g of 432 works,
dating from 19] 2 tlirou;li 196.3. plus 83 designs and dn.111 in;s pertain in~ lo Stage Productions, clatin~ from 1013 to 1920. La i\lcsa
School, Watcrrolor No. 2, 19/J.
Ann Arbor: The Uni1~ersi ty of l\Jichigan Library,
The i\Jauriee I3rowne-Ellcn Van Volkenburg
Collection, South T1celfth Street (Chicap;o);
cle::.ip1s for "King of the Jc,rs" by l\Iaurice
l1ro\\"nc; design for the stage ~el of '\\Tedea"
by Euripides; miscellaneous pencil !-ketches.
Au::.l in: The Un i\"crsil y of Texas, // aria I ions on a
Rli ythm-G.
Balon Rouge: Louisiana Stale Uni\'ersily, Watercolor No. 1, 19·15.
Chicago: Augusla11a Hospital, The Sea; Encyclopaedia Britannica Collcclion, 1/i'atcrcolor No.
2, 1942; Municipal Art League of Chicago,
First Fa11tasy; Vanderpoel i\lemorial Collection, Crooked Trees in Sunlight; Watercolor
No. 11, 1942.
Cincin1wti: Cincinnati Art l\1useum, Oil No. 10,
l 953; UII i\'ersi ty of Cincinnati, IV atercolor
No . 21, 19,16.
College Station. Texas: Agricultural and i\Jechanical Ccillc;e of Texa s, lflatcrcolor No . 16, 19 /.2.
Dallas: The Dallas i\li1scu111 oi Fine Arts, Polymer
No . 17, 1960.
Evanston, llli11ois: The j\J acDowell Society, Rocky
Coast.
Fayetteville: The University of Arkansas, lr'atercolor No. 15, 19,/.3 .
Houston: i\Iuseum of Fine Arts, Variations on a
Rhytl11n-H.
Jackson: i.\Iississippi Arl Association, Alou11tain
Vista.
Kansas City, :\Iissouri: William Rockhill Ne! on
Gallery of Art, Oil and Tempera No . 1, 19·tl.
La,uencc: University of Kansas l\luseum of Art,
Watercolor No . 4, 1945.
Lincoln, ]\' ehraska: Slicl<lon Memorial Art Gallery,
Polymer No. 9, 1960.
Lindsborg, Kan as: A1 t Club, A Beautiful Place.
Lubbock: Texas Teclmolo~ical College Art ln stilute,
A bstraclion in Violet.
Milwaukee: l\Jilwaukce Art Center, The Temple.
'ew York: The Riverside Museum, Earth Rhythms
No. 1.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Museum of Art,
Irony, Our Country, Peace.
Oklahoma City: Oklahoma Art Center, Design of
Structure.
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Portales: Eastern i\"ew l\'Jexico U11iyersity, A rt, Science .
Roswell, New l\Texico: llos,rcll 1\Iuseum and Art
Cen ter, Oil l\'o . 21, 19.'j6; Uancli at Black
Alcsa; Dramat ic Forms No. 4; Drawing No .
9, 1957.
San Antonio: Marion Koo;lcr 1\Tcl\ay Art Institute,
Nisin[!, ilf 0011 - U11iucrsc Series.
Santa Barbara, California: San la Bai hara Museum
of Art Jfonumf'nt In Sound.
Santa Fe: 1\Juscum of l\c11· i\lexico, li[!hl; Variations on a lU1ythm-,l/; Variations on a
Rliytlun--N; Watercolor No. 21, 1939; 1Vatercolor No. 22, 1939; Tflatercolor No. 25,
19·13.
Stilhraler: Oklahoma Stale University, Oil No. 3,
19.fl.
Tempe: Arizona Stale UniYcrsity Collection of
American Art, Earth Rhythms No. 11; Polymer No . 15, l<JGl .
Tulsa: Lni\·ersity of Tulsa, Tflatercolor No. 22, 1941.
Vancou,·cr: The Uni\'ersity of l3ritish Columbia,
Cosmic Theme No . 4.
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DAI [ '

ov mb r 18 , 1970

Dr . 'corgc Spr ingcr
Vice Preside1 t and Graduate Dean
T. Christonh r
Dean, School of Law

I reco11m1end th.:i.t an honor· ry I L,D . be ,ranted at t 1
to Judge Howard Bratton . As you kno·1 , .Judge Br t on h s. r n
valuable ·crvice to the Unive sity ov ·r a p ·rl ,d o y ars
... pecia ly duri r,('t Lhc y ars when he , a on the Bo, rd of J
In addition, his father, Judge SaP'l llrntton, who wa
S nator and later a Judge on the Federal Court of
pc ls
gr t riend of the: University, and among oth r th'n
re pan ·lhlc. than any ot 1 •r ncrson for the st,1bli. h
of
L \ chool . So , j n honoring t' 1 present Judge Brat
al o be recognizing the great services tu th Uni•er
father .
presnnt Judge Bratton i · an able and r spcct d F c r
a an of the l1iohest character and int grity, n person d
to crv i ng I rew 1 xico, and a 1 yal support r f high r
i n 'ew d x · c , .

T\ C:rlu

(Doctor of Laws Degree Reco ended .)
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BRATTON, Howard Calvin.

4250 Aspen, N. E., 87110

Born: Clovis, lfo1v Mexico, February 4, 1922, son of former
federal court of appeals Judge (and U.S. Senator) Sam Gilbert Bratton and
Vivian (Rogers) Bratton.
Married:
Children:
Jean Harie.
Sister:

The late Eleanor Prunty, November 21, 1945.
Sam Gilbert Bratton .II, Eleanor Katherine, and
Nrs. Sammie Johnson

B.A. --· University of New Mexico, 1941
LL.13. -- Yale, 1947
Attended Yale Law School for one year in 1941, then joined the
Army as a private. Then attended O.C.S. and became a lieutenant in
the Ordinance Department. His duty was in the U.S., England, and
Europe (1 942-45 ) and he left the Army with rank of captain.
He returned to Yale Law School, 1946-47.

LL.B., 1947.

Admit tcd to New Mexico Bar in 19Lr8.
Law clerk, U.S. Circ. Ct. App., 1948.
Member of firm of Grantham and Bratton, Albuquerque, 1949-52.
upecial assistant attorney in charge of litigation for Office
of Price Stabilization, 1951-52. ·
Associat e, then partner in firm of Harvey, Dow and Hinkle
(la ter Hinkle, Bondurant, Bratton and Christy) in Roswell, 1952-64.
U. S. District Judge in New Mexico (seventh in the history of
the state) since March 1~64.
Chairman, New :Mexico Junior BarAAssociation, 1952.
Member, University of New Nexico Board of Regents, 1959-1968
(President of Board, 1963-1965).
President, Chaves County Bar Association, 1962.
Chairman, Public Lands Committee, New Mexico Oil and Gas
Association, 1961-64.
Chairman, Public Land Committee of the Inter-state Oil Compact
Commission, 1963-64.
Member of New Mexico Commission on Higher Education, 1962-64.
Named by C.J. Earl Warren to a 12 man Judicial Conference
Committee on operation of the federal jury system (one of only two
members from west of the Mississippi River), 1966.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
January 4, 1971
University Faculty
From:

Committee on Entrance and Credits

At the final meeting of the University Faculty for 1969-70, on Wednesday, June 3,
1970, a proposal by the Committee on the Enhancement of the Educational Process
for change in the grading system was referred for further study to the Committee
on Entrance and Credits. Since early in the 1970 fall semester the E. & C.
Committee has been actively engaged in this assignment. Information on grading
systems and grading innovations has been and is being gathered from collegiate
institutions throughout t he country and these, along with a new proposal from the
Committee on Enhancement of the Educational Process,are being examined. The
Committee on Entrance and Credits expects to be prepared to present to the Faculty
during this coming spring semester a proposal affecting the University's basic
grading system.
In the process of studying all aspects of our present grading system as well as
examples and proposals involving innovations, the Committee has found that a
number of regulations and procedures peripheral to t he present grading system
need very much to be liberalized and streamlined. The following proposal s are
intended to accomplish these interim adjustments. It is the consensus of the
Committee that these changes should be made effective with the 1971 spring
semester. These adjustments in regulations do not affect the continued study of
proposals for changes in the University's basic grading system and presentation
to the Faculty during the spring semester of a comprehensive recommendation .
PROPOSALS

1.

Revision of the Deadline for Removal of Incomplete (I) Grade.

It is proposed that the time limit for removal of the Grade of I be extended
from the end of the twelfth week of the semester to the published ending date of
t he semester. The pertinent portion of the current catalog statement would be
revised to read as follows:
I, INCOMPLETE . The grade of I is given only when circumstances beyond the
!!_udent's control have prevented his completing the work of a course within t he
'Iificial dates of a session. The I automatically becomes an F if not removed
11) by the published ending date of the next semester of residence, or (2) within
!._e next 4 semesters if the student does not reenroll in residence.
The remainder of the catalog wording dealing with procedures for removal of t he
Incomplete grade would not be affected by this proposal.

2.

Extension of the Time Limit for Withdrawal from a Course without Penal t y .

b It is proposed that the time limit for withdrawal from a course without penalt y
S e extended from the end of the fo~rth week of the semester or t he end of t he
orecond
h wee k of the summer session to the end of the twelfth week of t he semes t er
cat~le end of the sixth week of the summer session. The pertinent portion of t he
og statement under CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT would be revised to read a s f ollows:

-2student has the right to withdraw from a course, or courses, during the first
twelve weeks of the semester or the first six weeks of the summer session with a
&rade of W, except that a grade of F assigned by an instructor on the basis of
University regulations relating to student dishonesty will be shown and counted on
the official transcript. When a student exercises the right of withdrawal after
the twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week of the summer session, he will
receive a grade of W if he is passing the course, or a grade of F if he is failing
the course at the time of withdrawal, as determined by the instructor in the
course.
A

The revised wording in this proposal would also be substituted for the present
wording in the statement appearing under WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY (pp . 149150) in the Academic Regulations section of the current general catalog.
3.

Extension of the Time for Student Decision under the Credit Grade Option.

It is proposed that the present regulationlunder which a student may not
change from the Credit Option to a regular creait basis or vice versa after the
initial registration has been concluded, be revised to permit the student to
change from a regular credit basis to a Credit Option or from a Credit Option to
a regular credit basis until the end of the twelfth week of the semester . The
pertinent portion of the catalog statement in the current general catalog (p . 147)
would be revised to read:
At registration a student desiring to take a course under the Credit Grade Option

registers on that basis. His college office and the instructor of the course are
notified. The student may change from the Credit Grade Option to a regular credit
basis, or from a regular credit basis to the Credit Grade Option until the end of
the twelfth week of the semester. Either change after registration requires
completion of a Change in Program of Studies. A final grade of CR(Credit)
indicates satisfactory completion of a course, but the hours are not computed in
the scholarship index.
The above revision would not alter other portions of the regulations appearing
under CREDIT (CR) OPTION ENROLLMENT FOR UNDERGRADUATES ONLY (pp. 146-147) in the
current issue of the general catalog.

4.

Extension of the time for Change from Credit to Audit Status .

It is proposed that the time limit for change from Credit to Audit basis be
extended from the end of the fourth week of the semester to the end of the
:welfth week of the semester . The pertinent section of the current catalog
tatement under AUDITED COURSES (p . 150) would be revised to read as follows:
l>student may register for a course as an auditor, without credit, provided he
Q,__tains the permission of the instructor concerned and of the dean or director
~ the college having jurisdiction over his program of studies. An auditor who
~ils to attend class may be dropped at the instructor's request. The fee for
~dited courses is the same as for credit courses.
!_§_tudent may not change from audit to credit basis after the first 2 weeks of the
semester or t h e first week of the summer session. An undergraduate stu dent may
~
~nge from credit to audit basis within the first 12 weeks of the semester or the
~ t 6 weeks of the summer session regardless of his grade at the time the change
;-=es
made. After the twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week of the summer
ssion , a student enrolled for undergraduate credit may, subject to approval by
~
;;;-iean or director of his college, change from credit to audit only i f he is
~ng a grade of C or better.
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The above proposal does not affect the Graduate School regulation governing
change from credit to audit~

S.

Change in the Repetition of Course Regulation.

It is proposed that a student who retakes a course in which he has received a
grade of F may substitute the new grade earned in that same course. The present
catalog regulation (p. 150) would be revised to read as follows:
A student may repaat a course without special permission (but may receive credit
only once), except for one in which a grade of Incomplete was earned (seep. 147) .
Any course may be repeated. Only hours and points for the attempt in which the
highest grade is earned are computed in the scholarship index.
6.

Revision of Definition of Scholarship Index to Include Grades Earned in
Ensemble Music and Non-professional Physical Education.

It is proposed that letter grades earned in all University of New Mexico
courses numbered 100 or above, including ensemble music and nonprofessional
physical education courses, be computed in the scholarship index. The catalog
definition of the Scholarship Index (p. 148) would be revised to read as follows:
A student's academic standing is referred to in terms of a scholarship index
obtained by dividing the total number of grade points earned at the University
of New Mexico by the total number of hours attempted with letter grades at the
University of New Mexico. Hours given a grade of W, CR, NC, or I are excluded
in the computation. Honors and prizes depending upon scholarship are determined
by ranking students according to this index.
It was the concensus of the Committee on Entrance and Credits the proposed method
of computing the U.N.M . Scholarship Index should be adopted also for the purpose
of computing grade averages at the undergraduate admission level.
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Subject:

Proposed Changes in Certain Grade-Related Rules for Graduate Students

~

The Graduate Commtttee, at its meeting on January 7, 1971, approved the
adoption of the following four rules for graduate students. The general
intent is to bring graduate regulations into accord with the new undergraduate regulations being proposed by the Committee on Entrance and Credits
(with one minor exception, in the case of proposed rule No. 2 below,
occasioned by the fact that the grade of Dis not a passing grade at the
graduate level).
If adopted for graduate students, these rules would become effective
Semester I I, 1970-71.
I. The grade of I wi II automatically become an F if not removed (a) by
the published ending date of the next semester of residence, or Cb) within
the next four semesters if the graduate student does not re-enroll in
residence. (This ts proposal No. I of the E &C Committee.>
2. A graduate student has the right to withdraw from a course, or
courses, during the first twelve weeks of the semester or the first six
Weeks of the surTl'ner sess1on with a grade of W, except that a grade of F
assigned by an instructor on the basis of University regulations relating
to student dishonesty wi II be shown and counted on the official transcript.
When a student exercises the right of withdrawal after the twelfth week
of the semester or the sixth week of the summer session, he will receive
a grade of W if he is passing the course with a C or higher grade, as
determined by the instructor of the course; he wit I receive a grade of F
!f his current grade in the course is O or lower, as determined by the
instructor. (This relates to proposal No, 2 of the E & C Committee.)
3. A student may not change from audit to a credit basis after the first
two weeks of the semester or the first week of the sunvner session. A
graduate student may change from credit to an audit basis within the
first 12 weeks of the semester or the first 6 weeks of the summer session
regardless of his grade at the time the change is made. After the twelfth
week of the semester or the sixth week of the summer session, a graduate
student may, subject to approval by the Dean of the Graduate School,
change a course enrollment from credit to audit only if he is earning a
grade of C or higher. (This corresponds to proposal No. 4 of the E & C
Conrnittee.)
4. A graduate student may repeat a course without special permission
<but may receive credit only once), except for one in which a grade of
Incomplete was earned. Any course may be repeated. Only hours and
~oints for the attempt in which the highest grade ts earned are computed
in the scholarship Index. (This ts proposal No. 5 of the E & C Committee.)
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December 16, 1970
PROPOSAL TO ADD SECTION 14. l ON "ACADEMIC FREEDOM OF GRADUATE, TEACHING, RESEARCH, AND SPECIAL ASSISTANTS" TO THE POLICY ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE (PAUL DAVIS FOR THE ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE COMMITTEE; ALSO PETER PROUSE FOR THE POLICY COMMITTEE, JOSEPH SCALETTI
FOR THE RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE, AND GEORGE SPRINGER FOR THE GRADUATE COMMITTEE.)

---

Section 14 .1

... . .,,

,• '

\

. ...

Academic Freedom of Graduate, Teaching, Research,
and Special Assistants

Graduate, Teaching, Research, and Special Assistants occupy a
dual role in the University in that they a'r e students who also perform various faculty functions in helping to carry out the educational
mission of the University. Many are given teaching assignments; others do work which supports instruction only indirectly, but which,
nevertheless, contributes directly to the educational process. Because of their dual role, Assistants share in the rights and responsibilities of both students and faculty. While they must assume, for
example, the obligation of adhering to established guidelines, and to
standards of ethical conduct, they must also be accorded the right to
fre~dom from arbitrary or capricious suspension or dismissal from
their assistantships •
(a) As students Assistants have all of the rights and responsibilities of student~ when acting in that capacity as defined by University regulations.
(b) As teachers, Assistants have the responsibility of following
the Policies and course guidelines of the department or supervisor
for_whom they act. When they are given discretion in the selection
of instructional material and in the conduct of classes, they are
r~sponsible for exercising this discretion in a manner consistent
with the guidelines provided for the courses in which they instruct.

(c) No Assistant has a right to reappointment or to continuance
in
ser
·
· an Assistant
·
.
vice
beyond the contract period. Nevertheless, if
ls denied reappointment
·
·
· via
· 1 a t ion
·
and alleges that a motive
in
of
academic freedom has significantly contributed to the decision not to
reappoint
·
.
f
him,
he shall be given a written statement of the reasons
hor such action. If these reasons do not satisfy the Assistant, and
t~ can make a prima facie case of violation of academic freedom to
c e ~atisfaction of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, the
.
hommi.tt
'
ee s h all hear his appeal and may, after hearing,
recommend
ls reappointment.
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(d) Assistants have the right to be secure from arbitrary or
capricious dismissal. If an Assistant is not performing his assigned
duties as an Assistant satisfactorily, his supervisor shall so inform
him and point out the unsatisfactory aspects of his work and how
these should be corrected. If a University administrator other than
the supervisor has made the initial complaint, a conference of the
Assistant, his supervisor, and the complaining administrator should
be held. If the Assistant does not correct the alleged deficiencies
in his work after such consultation, he shall be given written warning that he will be dismissed unless the alleged deficiencies are
promptly corrected. If dismissed, he shall be given a written statement of the reasons for this action. He may appeal such dismissal to
any or all of the following: his department chairman, the dean of
his college, the Dean of the Graduate School, and the Vice President
for Academic Affairs. He may then appeal to the Committee on Academic Freedom and TenurP. if he alleges that a violation of his academic freedom has occurred.
.

(e) Suspension of an Assistant shall be justified only 1) if he
derelict in his duties, or 2) if he is likely, unless immediately
suspended, to do serious harm to others . A danger that other persons
may commit harmful acts if his services are not discontinued is not
~round for suspension. Any decision to suspend shall be made by the
~an of the Assistant's college, and the reasons therefor shall be
given by him in writing to the Assistant involved. The right of
~ppeal shall be to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and then,
lf violations of academic freedom are alleged, to the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
The suspension may be made effective
Pending th is
· appeal. Any such
•
·
· h pay . Wh en
suspension
shall be wit
Assistant has been suspended, the appeals of his dismissal shall
e Processed as rapidly as possible.
15
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Proposed Amendments* to Statemen t on Graduate,
Teaching, Research, and Special Assistants

d)

Assistants have the right to be secure from arbitrary or

capricious d i smiss al .

If an Assistant is not performing his assigned

duties as an Assistant satis factorily , his supervisor ~hall so inform
him and point out the unsatisfactory aspects of his work and how these
should be corrected.

If a University administrator other than the

supervisor has made the initial complaint, a conference of the
Assistant, his supervi sor! and the complaining administrator should
be held.

If the Assistant does not correct the alleged deficiencies

in his work after such consultation, he shall be given written warning that he will be dismissed unless the alleged deficiencies are
promptly corrected.

If dism1ssed, he shall be givGn a written state-

ment of the reasons for this action.
to any or all of the following:

He may appeal such dismissal

his department chairman, the dean

of his college , the Dean of the Graduate School, aa~ the Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and the President.

He may then

appeal to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure if .he alleges
that a violation of his academic freedom has occurred.

If . this

~ i t t e e becomes involved in the matter, the policies and procedures

~ ~roved for use with non-tenured faculty members would be

------

.9.E.::_

El:_icabl~ also for Assistants.**

e)

Suspension of an ~.ssistant during the proceedings involving him

~
b gi~sted addi·lions are underlined; suggested deletions arc indic2ted
Y ines drawn through the words or phrases.
**See Sect.
ion 14 , p. 39, Faculty Handbook, revised October, 1970.
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-2shall be justified only ±}-if-he-is-aere±iet-iR-his- aHt~esT -er
~}-if-Be-is-±ike±yT-HR±ess-iffiffieaia~e±y-sHspeRaeaT-te-ae-serieHs
Aarm-te-ethers

if harm to himself or others is threatened

his continuance.
shall be with pay.

Unless prohibited

12.Y

l2.Y. law, any such suspension

· A-aaR§er-that-etRer-perseRs - may-eeffiffiit - harm-

ftti-aets-if-his-sefviees-are-Ret-aiseeR~iRHea-is-Ret- ~rettRa-fef

The reasons therefor shall be
given sy-him in writing to the Assistant involved.

The right of

appeal shall be to any or _all of the followj ng: the department
chairman involve_g_, the appropriate colle~ dean, the Vice President
for Academic Affairs , the President.

aRa-~heRT-if

If violations

of academic freedom are alleged, hEl ma_y then appeal to the Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure.

This Cammi ttee, if it becomes in -

yolved in this way, would conduct its hearing pnd make recommendaiion~ ~~provided in the case of a non-tenured faculty member.
~he-stts~eRsieR-fflay-se-maae-e£ieetive-peRaiR~-this-appea±.--ARy-sttea
Stts~efisieR-saa±±-se-with-pay.

When an Assistant has been suspended,

the appeals of his dismissal shall be processed as rapidly as
Possible.
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